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Prime Rate
Drops,Indicates
A Recession
By STEVEN P.ROSENFELD
AP Business Writer
The prime lending rate, which
passed the 16 percent mark a year
ago today on its way to record
peaks, has returned to 16 percent,
but this time on a downward slide
as the nation settles into
recession.
Crocker National Bank in San
Francisco, the nation's 12thlargest bank, undercut the rest of
the industry Monday and dropped
its prime lending rate to 16 percent from 17 percent. At the same
time, other major banks followed
a trend that began last week of
reducing the prime rate to 16.5
percent.
And a smaller institution —
United Missouri Bancshares, with
21 banks in Missouri — cut its
prime rate to 15.75 percent from
16.75 percent.
Thomas Thomson, chief
economist at Crocker, predicted
the key business-borrowing rate
would fall to 15 percent by the end
of the year.
Edward Yardeni, chief
economist the investment firm of
E.F. Hutton & Co. Inc., was more
optimistic, predicting a 13 percent
prime rate by the end of the year
and. a 10- percent prime rate by
February.
The last time the prime rate was
this low was Nov. 17, 1980, when
major banks boosted their prime
rate to 16.25 percent from 15.5
percent. At the time the rate was
climbing toward a record high of
21.5 percent, which it reached in
December 1980.
The prime rate has been declining steadily since September,
when it stood at 20.5 percent, and

the decline has accelerated in the
past month.
"It's just another piece of
evidence that demonstrates the
recession is beginning to unfold
dramatically," said Yardeni.
In the latest indication of a
recession, the Federal Reserve
reported Monday that American
factories were operating at 76.9
percent of capacity in October,the
lowest rate since August 1900.
And Commerce Secretary
Malcolm Baldrige predicted Monday that in addition to a "very difficult" fourth quarter of 1981i-the
nation faces "a tough first
quarter" of 1982. But he said lower
interest rates — coupled with personal tax cuts' in July — should
spark a recovery "around the
middle of the year."
The prime rate is the base banks
use to calculate interest charges
on short-term business loans to
their most credit-worthy
customers. Consumer loans are
not tied to the prime rate, but
changes in. it reflect trends in
other borrowing charges.
Many economists predict that
as the economy continues to
slump, the Federal Reserve
Board will make credit more
readily available to prevent the
economy from being choked off.
The Fed acted late Monday to
eliminate its 2-percentage-point
surcharge on its 13 percent discount, saying it was following the
trend in declining interest rates.
The discount rate is the interest
charged for borrowing by financial institutions from the central
bank, and the surcharge was a
penalty for heavy and frequent
borrowers.

Um and crews are ready to move inside to finish the interior. OfSHAPING UP — New offices for Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce and the Murray Tourism CAXXIMISISOG are &Ws meet to move into the new building Jan. 1, 11111. The facility
rapidly takirag shape. The exterior of the structure is nearing comple-, is located on U.S.641,just north of Ky.121 bypam.
Staff Photo By Jennie B. Gordon

House Defies Veto,Senate Gets Measure
WASHINGTON ( AP 1 — With
cracks in Republican ranks, the
Democratic-controlled House is
defying a veto threat and sending
the Senate an emergency spending bill measure that President
Reagan's allies say is billions of
dollars over budget.
Reagan is faring better in the
Senate, where rebellious
Republicans appeared to run out
of steam in an effort to salvage

hopes of a .1984. balanced budget
with $48 billion in selected tax increases-and $39 billion in benefit
cuts.
The House, where Reagan
defeated the Democrats in budgetand tax-cut battles last summer,
voted 195-187 Monday for a
stopgap spending plan in lieu of
regular agency approprisitionsyet
to be adopted for the rest of the
fiscal year, which already is more

AideReportedlyAsked For Investigation
WASHINGTON (AP) — One of
President Reagan's top three advisers decided to have the FBI investigate Richard V. Alien's
receipt of a $1,000 honorarium
from a Japanese magazine for
heiping arrange an interview with
Nancy Reagan, the Washington
Post said today.
The newspaper quoted "informed sources" as saying either
presidential 'counselor Edwin K.
Meese III, chief of staff James A.
Baker III or deputy staff chief
Michael K. Deaver got the FBI involved after the discovery of the
cash in a safe used by Allen, the
president's national security
adviser.
Meese, Baker and Deaver all
out-rank Allen.
The Post said it was not clear
who "brought knowledge of the
cash to the highest White House
staff level, but it appears that
Allen was not informed of the decision to launch an FBI investigation after the discovery of the cash

in mid-September" in an office used by Allen in the Old Executive
Office Building, next door to the
White House.
,
Meanwhile, a Justice Department spokesman said Monday
that it was studying the FBI's
preliminary inquiry and may
finish its review of the matter
within two weeks. Until the
department finishes its probe,
White House aides are sticking
firmly to the administration's
no-comment stance.
Allen attended a routine
meeting of the National Security
Council on Monday ,the first time
he and Reagan had seen each
other since news of the incident
broke Friday.
The Justice Department has 90
days to decide whether to seek
appointment of a special prosecutor to consider the case. The
investigation centers on Allen's
role in receiving the cash from
two Japanese journalists who interviewed the first lady Jan. 21,

the day after her husband's
inauguration.
Justice'spokesman Tom DeCair
said the department's review may
be completed before the end of
this month. A decision on dropping
the case or proceeding with a
special prosecutor will be up to Attorney General William French
Smith.
Reporters bombarded deputy
White House press secretary
Larry Speakes with questions
about the Allen case Monday, but
to no, avail. "As long as this matter is under review, we're just not
going to deal with it," he said.
Speakes and other White House
spokesmen had said on Friday
that Allen received $1,000 from
representatives of a Japanese
magazine who obtained the interview with Mrs. Reagan.
But they said he did it only to
avoid offending the Japanese, who
intended it as an honorarium,then
put it in a safe in the Executive

EXHIBIT EXAM Thteellf the principals at
ithaiuieaI Rentucky Academy of Science (ILAS)
meeting at MurrayState University Nov.13-14 egamine a piece of computer equipmentthat was part of an exhibft in the University Center. They are: (from left) Dr. Robert?. Garvin, director of operations of the
Genetic Engineering Divigion of the Canadjan Development Corporation, Ottawa, Canada; Dr. Robert C.
Dickson, associate professor of biochemistry at the University of Kentucky; and Dr. Gary Boggess, dean of
the College of Environmental Sciences at Murray State and a member of the RAS board of directors. Garvin
and Dickson were the chief resource people at the meeting, which was focused an a theme of "Genetic
Engineering"

Office Building and forgot about it
for eight months until it was
discovered by an as yet unidentified person in mid-September.
They said Allen had no role in
arranging the interview, and,
moreover, that he had been
cleared by the FBI of any
wrongdoing.
But then the Justice Department said Allen was still under
investigation. And on Saturday,
Allen acknowledged he had passed on the initial request for the interview with Mrs. Reagan.

than six weeks old. It must be
signed into law by midnight Friday to keep the federal government from technically going
broke.
Passage came after the House
voted 201-189 to turn aside a
Republican attempt to impose a 5
percent, across-the-board cut on
all but a handful of programs.
Twenty-nine Democrats voted
with the president on the additional cuts, but 18. Republicans
went against him, breaking what
previously had been solid GOP
ranks on major economic battles.
On the final vote, 43 Democrats
Sided with Reagan, 32
Republicans against him.
Another attempt to scale down
the measure is expected in the
Republican-controlled Senate,
leaving it to a conference commit-,
tee to work out the differences
before the bill goes to Reagan.
House Republican leader
Robert H. Michel of Illinois said
the bill was "over budget by
anyone's standard of measuremeat" and added,"This is the last
opportunity we'll have to make
corrections overall." He said he
"can't conceive" of the president

Man Keeps Hostage
Until Early Morning
SIKESTON, Mo.(AP) — A gunman freed a Western Union clerk,
and surrendered today after
holding the elderly diabetic
hostage for about 21 hours in an
apparent robbery attempt, officials said.
Earlier, the clerk'S husband
was released after apparently being pistol-whipped, police said.
The standoff began when a
police officer foiled an apparent
armed robbery attempt and was
shot at, police said. It was resolved at about 7:15 a.m. after the
unidentified gunman's girlfriend
arrived from Chicago and talked
to him, the Sikeston Department
of Public Safety said.
Two men surrendered Monday
just after noon and were being
held for investigation of armed
robbery, a department
spokesman said.
The policeman was not hit. He
made his way to safety and
radioed for help. Officials then
began negotiating with those inside. The first two men surrendered about two -hours after
the first police officer responded
to a report of an apparent armed
robbery.
Hostage Betty Grisham, a
diabetic, was taken to a hospital,
and het condition was listed as
sta
hle
trThere was. no indication
w
she was injured.
Her husband, William,: _was
;eleased Monday at about 4:15
P111. "He just let him walk out the
front door," said Harold A Ilreb, a
communications operator for the
Highway Patrol.

Grisham was treated and
released for wounds from an apparent pistol whipping, police
said. "He had lacerations on his
head and blood all over his
clothing," a police spokeswoman
said.
Roger Stricker, director of
Public Safety, conducted the
negotiations.

signing it as is.
But House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr. said the time had come
to reject this administration's
program of tight money and flaky
economics."
Citing forecasts of steadily rising unemployment, .the
Massachusetts Democratdeclared: "Enough is enough..
.Reaganomics is not working and
it's time to come up with a new
script."
Afterward, Rep. Bill Alexander
of Arkansas, the deputy
Democratic whip, said it was
"like a rule of physics" that as
unemployment rises, popular support for the president's economic
plan drops.
(Continued On Page 2)

mostly sunny
Low cloudiness and patchy
dense fog dissipating this morning and then becoming mostly
sunny by midday. High in the
upper 50s to lower 60s. Tonight
clear with a low in the mid 30s.
Wednesday sunny and mild
with a high in the lower to mid
60s.
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t1TATION FOR VALOR — Firefighter J. D. Paachail (right) was
honored by the Murrh Fire Department Friday with a Citation of
Valor, presented from Chief Jackie Cooper. Paschall was cited for
using good, sound judgment in assisting Theodore Grayson,an accident victim, from,burning vehicle Monday prior to the arrival of
emergency service personnel and equipment.
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Hinckley May Have Brain Damage

GLAUCOMA SCREENING — Dr. James C. Hart,ophthalmologist,
performs the glaucoma screening test on Martha Crafton.

Glaucoma Screening Test
Termed Successful By Lions
The glaucoma screening test
Sunday sponsored by the Murray
Lions Club was termed a success,
according to Paul Mansfield,
president of the Lions Club.
Approximately 180 individuals
received the test and eight were
found with glaucoma, Mansfield
said. If diagnosed early,
glaucoma can be treated and its
progress halted permanently,
Mansfield added.

The glaucoma program is an
education and detection project
sponsored by the Lions Club in
cooperation with the Kentucky
Society for the Prevention of
Blindness and the Calloway County Health Department, Mansfield
said.
The glaucoma program committee advises all persons 35 and
over to have a professional eye examination every other year as the
best defense against glaucoma.

WASHINGTONTAPT — The
government plans to test whether
John W. Hinckley Jr., seriously ill
but improving after hanging
himself in a prison cell, has suffered permanent brain damage.
The answer could determine if he
stands trial for shooting President
Reagan.
Cut down by U.S. marshals
three to five minutes after he
dropped from a makeshift noose
Sunday, Hinckley is in intensive
care at Kimbrough Army Community Hospital at Fort Meade,
Md., wipere he was imprisoned
awaiting his Jan. 4 trial.
Justice Department spokesman
Tom DeCair said Hinckley, who
was suffering from an acute lack
of oxygen when brought to the

hospital, could not talk because-he----7-fother, a Denver oil entrepeneur;
was breathing through a tube. But and mother arrived in Washington
his consciousness improved Mon- on Monday to visit their son.
day and he responded with eye
The aborted hanging was Hinand other muscle movements ckley's second attempt to harm
upon request.
himself in prison and could lead to
"He is expected to recover," but a defense request to review again
it is not possible "to determine if
whether he is now competent to
any permanent neurological stand trial. His chief attorney,
defects will result," DeCair said.
Vincent Fuller, refused to comDoctors hired by defense at- ment on that possibility Monday.
torneys examined Hinckley, 26, on
At Hinckley's arraignment Aug.
Monday, government sources 28, government and defense atsaid. The sources, who asked not torneys agreed that psychiatric
to be identified, said the govern- 'tests up to that point showed he
ment would test whether Hinckley was competent to be tried and
had suffered brain damage but it could assist in his defense.
might be some time before he is Defense attorneys told the court,
well enough for such an however, that they would argue
examination.
that Hinckley was insane at the
The sources also said Hinckley's time of the March 30 attack on

•
MSU Plans
Student Holiday
The campus of Murray State
University will become increasingly quiet next week as students
begin leaving for the Thanksgiving holidays. •
The last full day of classes
before the holiday break is Tuesday, Nov. 24. Classes are officially
dismissed beginning at 7:30 a.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 25.
University department offices
will close at noon Wednesday,
Nov. 25, and reopen the following
Monday.
The schedule of classes for the
soring 1982 semester is now being
distributed and may be obtained
from the admissions office, first
floor, Sparks Hall. Advanced
registration for the spring
semester will begin Monday, Nov.
30.

prepared to forgo deployment of
all new medium-range missiles in
Western Europe if the Soviet
Union eliminates all its mediumrange missiles aimed at European
targets.
Reagan will announce the U.S.
proposal for the so-called "zero
option" missile deployment in a
major speech on Wednesday, according to White House sources.
He is scheduled to speak at 10 a.m.
at the National Press Club.
The United States and the Soviet
Union are to begin talks Nov. 30 in
Geneva, Switzerland, on restraining deployment of the mediumrange missiles in Europe.
Reagan's_speech on Wednesday
will come only days before Soviet
leader Leonid I. Brezhnev arrives
in West Germany for a visit this
weekend.
The Times said the new U.S.
position was being made public to
demonstrate American support
for arms control, to appeal to
European public opinion, and to
counter the anti-nuclear campaigns by Western European
groups and the public statements
by the Soviet Union to the effect
that the United States is bent on
nuclear proliferation.
The missile proposal was
discussed and endorsed by the
NATO defense ministers at their
recent meeting in Edinburgh,
Scotland, the newspaper said.

DUCKS UNLIMITED BANQUET AND AUCTION — Junior Pittman,right, was the high bidder on the 1981 Ducks Unlimited 11 gauge
Commemorative Shotgun being presented by Charlie McKenney,
chairman of the D. U. Banquet. Items donated by area merchants as
well as from D. U. national headquarters were auctioned in efforts to
raise money for the preservation of wetlands.

LEXINGTON, Ky.
( AP) — Commonwealth's
Attorney Larry Roberts
says no University of
Kentucky official influenced his decision to
drop an investigation of
Dr. Gary L. Huber,
former director of the UK
Tobacco and Health
Research Institute.
A copyright newspaper
report said UK President
Otis Singletary and legal
counsel John C. Darsie
Jr. offered to try to stop
possible grand jury action if Huber would resign
and leave the state.
Roberts said Monday _
he heard about
Singletary's reported
proposal "from 18 different sources, but that
has nothing to do with
me.
"That's my decision
(as to) whether we move
for an indictment or not,"
Roberts said. "There was
no pressure put on me by
the university or by any

Some taped clips of the Atlanta
Open also will be shown.
Purcell, whose father Bennie
Purcell is the Murray State tennis
coach, currently is ranked 21st in
the world.
"Spotlight on Murray" is
presented esertl"Tuesday at 6 p.m.
and may be seen by local cable
subscribers on Channel 11. A segment concerning the Calloway
County Library also is scheduled
on tonight's program.
•s';
•

on an overall figure of $10.3 billion
Continued From Page 11
above budget, not counting
about the possibility of a veto, said defense, and $4 billion
too much
Reagan would have to think "long counting expected defense
cuts.
and hard ... if it comes in in great
While Reagan was losing with
excess of what we would like."
Republican defections in the
Just how much the measure ex- House, he was
winning with
ceeds Reagan's September budget Democratic help in
the Senate
requests, however, was a point of Budget Committe
e, where a
confusion.
Republican-drafted plan to go
Congressional staffers and ahead with
tax increases and
representatives from the White benefit cuts was
defeated.
House Office of Management and
Reagan wants to delay action
Budget huddled off the House floor until after the first of
the year on
during much of the debate in a either tax increases
or cuts in
futile attempt to agree on their benefit programs
such as
figures.
Medicare and food stamps, and
Deputy White House press the House Budget Committee has
secretary Larry Speakes, asked tentatively agreed to go along
Democrats contended that they with that strategy.
already had figured in most of
But Sen. Pete V. Domenici, RReagan's earlier call for 12 per- N.M.,the Senate conunittee chaircent, across-the-board reductions man, and nine other Republicans
in domestic programs and that the voted to defy Reagan by supstopgap measure was actually porting the balanced budget plan.
$4.4 billion under the president's All 10 committee Democrats joinbudget once defense cuts were in- ed Republicans Dan Quayle of Included. Republicans, using White diana and Nancy Kassebaum of
House figures, eventually settled Kansas to defeat it, 12-10.

other source. Had there but declined to be of the conversation with
been, it wouldn't have interviewed. The Herald- Darsie, adding in a
Leader said Singletary margin note: "Neither
made any difference."
The Sunday Herald- and other UK officials, in- Darsie nor Singletary
Leader said Singletary cluding Darsie, declined ever said they could
told Huber in a Sept. 10 five requests for com- guarantee non meeting that he should ment on the story.
prosecution, but stated
Huber, who created a they would talk to
-extricate himself and
get the hell out of this storm in his 16 months at Roberts to see what they
place ... without the the institute by canceling could do."
threat of ruin or acute research grants and layRoberts said Oct. 1 he
ing off employees, was in- would not seek an indictembarrassment."
The meeting was vestigated by Darsie, ment because Huber had
secretly tape-recorded by whose findings were passed two lie-detector
Huber, who was fired given to Roberts for tests.
Oct. 23 after refusing possible grand jury
The Herald -Leader
Singletary's demands action.
In May, the newspaper said Huber's troubles
that he resign.
The newspaper said it said, Darsie told Calk with Singletary were
interviewed 65 people for that Huber should repay rooted in his public
the report and reviewed the expenses incurred criticism of the institute,
10 hours of recorded con- during his move to UK which he called a
versations, including five from Harvard Universi- "bottomless pork barrel"
hours with Singletary. ty, then resign and leave that had wasted $35
million in tax funds over
The Herald-Leader said it Kentucky.
In return, Darsie said, the last 10 years.
also had access to
Huber's working papers, Roberts would be told
Huber recommended in
including memorandums that UK's interests had a 45-page report that UK
of talks with Charles been served and that it be stripped of its
did not want an administrative responCalk, his attorney.
Calk confirmed in- indictment.
sibility for the institute
Calk verified a memo because it had allowed
formation in the memos,

the institute to operate
"without appropriate review or accountability."
State Sen. Michael
Moloney, chairman of the
Senate Appropriations
and Revenue Committee,
has asked for a copy of
Huber's report. Moloney
said he might call for
what amounts to a
legislative audit of the
institute.
Singletary said in the
Sept. 10 meeting he
feared such an action,
adding that Huber's
report might "blow the
institute out of the
water."
"That may already be
done," Singletary said."I
think the chances of survival of that institute are
very, very small and very
remote."
Moloney said the institute's "effectiveness,"
not Singletary's conduct,
would be the subject of
any legislative review.
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A short agenda faces the Murray Planning Commission at its
meeting at 7 tonight in council
chambers at city hall.
According to city planner Steve
Zea, commission members will
have a general discussion about
several projects.

Attorney Drops Huber Investigation

Murrayan Mel Purcell On Tv
Tennis pro Mel Purcell of Murray will share with local television
viewers his experiences on the
tennis circuit in the program
"Spotlight on Murray" at 6 p.m.
tonight on MSU-TV Cable Channel
11.
Purcell was interviewed for the
program during a visit to Murray
last week. "Spotlight" co-host Jim
Gingles will talk with Purcell
about the Atlanta Open and other
recent matches.

Short Agenda
Faces Planners

Budget...

Reagan Set To Announce
Plan To Soviet Union
NEW YORK (AP) — President
Reagan plans to announce a proposal to the Soviet Union for either
eliminating or reducing the
number of medium-range missiles
in Europe, the New York Times
reported today.
The newspaper quoted unidentified •'high-ranking administration officials" as saying the idea is
to show that the United States is

Reagan.
If a nesiVeriiiitietene-Y-examinanon were ordered, it would entail
extensive physical tests and a
court hearing. If ruled incompetent to stand trial, Hinckley would
be committed to a mental institution and his trial would be
postponed until he became competent,ifever.
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Actor William Holden Dead At Age 63
SANTA MONICA, Speakes to be "shocked" good looks and blue eyes about his longstanding
Calif. (AP) — William at the news of Holden's made him a popular relationship with actress April 17, 1918. His father,
a chemical manufacHolden, the rugged- death.
romantic lead, par- Stefanie Powers.
turer,
moved the family
looking and intensely
"What do you say about ticularly in the first two
She issued a statement
private actor who played a longtime friend?" decades of his career. He Monday saying: "I am to Pasadena when Ilolden
the leading man in four Speakes quoted Reagan played opposite Judy heartbroken to lose such was 4.
Holden was signed by
decades of movies and as saying. "A great sense Holliday in "Born Yester- a wonderful person who
Paramoun
t at age 20
the best man at Ronald of personal loss, a fine day," Audrey Hepburn in leaves such an unfillable
after a talent scout saw
and Nancy Reagan's man. Our friendship "Sabrina," Grace Kelly void in my life."
him in a role at the
wedding, is dead at age never waned."
in "The Bridges at TokoIn addition to his beach- Pasadena Playhouse and
63.
Holden and Reagan Ri" and "Country Girl," view apartment in Santa
he changed his name
His body was found in became friends through Jennifer Jones in "Love Monica,
e r-t u r nHeodl-dce
o n s,e!
it; when he overheard a
his high-rise apartment their work in the Screen is a Many-Splendored hunter-t
urned-cons
studio press agent talking
Monday, and "everything Actors Guild after World Thing," Kim Novak in vationist
appears to be natural War II. Holden and the "Picnic," and Nancy had a game ranch in to i Los Angeles Times
causes," Los Angeles cor- woman he was married to Kwan in "The World of Kenya where he bred editor named William
Holden.
oner's investigator Scott at the time, actress Bren- Suzie Wong."
endangered animal
He married Miss MarCarrier said. Holden had da Marshall, were best
But he kept his off- species and returned shall
in 1941 and they
been dead about a week, man and matron of honor screen love life as private them to the wilderness.
raised
two sons, Peter
said another coroner's in- at Reagan's 1952 wedding as possible. He didn't
Holden was born and Scott, and her
vestigator, Philip to Nancy Davis.
remarry after his divorce William Franklyn Beedle
Schwartzberg.
Holden's rough-hewn and preferred not to talk Jr. in O'Fallon, Ill., on daughter from a previous
marriage. Virginia.
Holden was earning $50
a week when he got the
part of a violin-playing
boxer in the 1939 movie,
"Golden Boy," and in
The showers that have were in Bell County that forestry administrator at in Breathitt County."
1953 he won an Academy fallen over
Kentucky started Saturday and the Pineville, said two fires, Rergmann said
Award for his portrayal have eased the threat
of other was in Letcher at Cubbage and Jensen somebody evidently set
of a cynical prisoner of forest fires after
2,800 County. The three fires near Pineville, had burn- the fire in four different
war in "Stalat 17." He acres of woodlands
were were brought under con- ed a total of 800 to 900 places, but rain was
starred in "Sunset destroyed during the past trol Monday.
• acres by Monday, but reported falling on those
Boulevard" in 1950, three days, according to
There were four new rains were aiding in the fires Monday afternoon.
"Network:' in 1976 and state forestry officials.
fires in the northeast area effort to control them.
Charles Crail of the
this year.
Townley Bergmann, of the Morehead district
He said fire lines were U.S. Forestry Service at
.causP of death chief of, resource edpea- Monday, Bergmann said, cut
around,the blazes.
Winchester said that
wasn't known.1,. and an tion for the-state Division while
the eastern area,
Bergmann said that in from Oct. 4 through Sunautopsy was tentatively of Forestry, said most of headqua
rtered at the Kentucky River day,' 26 fires burned over
scheduled for today. the 73 fires reported
Sun- Prestonsburg, reported district headquartered at 364 acres in the Daniel
Funeral arrangements day were in eastern sec- 13 new
fires. Showers Hazard there were seven Boone National Forest.
were not announced.
tions of the state.
were extinguishing those new fires and four came
He said the largest was
Reagan was reported
Bergmann said that of fires Monday night, he from one set, "which a 140-acre fire in Leslie
by White House - three fires that !`got over added.
means it was an incen- County near Thousand
spokesman Larry 200 acres in size," two
,Jim Winter, state diary fire. The blaze was Sticks, Ky.,Saturday
'•

Rains Ease Forest Fire Threat
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NEW YORK (AP) — A statemei* of faith by investors in the
White House approach to the
economy is still missing. There
have been words of support
perhaps, but they don't count.
Wall Street talks in numbers.
The numbers just aren't there,
as indicated by recent readings of
the Dow Jones averages, and
those who promote the notion that
the market is headed higher are
having a very difficult time explaining the delay.
Wasn't supply side economics
supposed to transfer money from
public to private sectors, thereby
creating a flow of investment that
would raise productivity, reduce
inflation and feed a prolonged
economic expansion?
Maybe so, but the money hasn't
shown up yet, and it won't for a
good while yet. And therein, say
some investment specialists, is
the reason why the Reagan adhasn't received a
,
ministration
market endorsement.
The problem, suggests the
Morgan Bank, is not so much with
investors as with the White House
and its failure to close a big
budget deficit, a deficit whose
financing absorbs too much of the
nation's savings.
Back in the 1960s, when the
stock market and the economy
boomed,federal deficits averaged
less than 4 percent of the savings
available for investment above
that needed to replace worn-out
facilities.
In other words,there were funds
for investing in upgraded facilities
and new technology, the kind of
things that, we're told by

eco..conist.), produce economic expansion. Government wasn't competing for that money.
The trend worsened, howiver.
and so did the stock market. In the
1970s,say the Morgan economists,
government took 25 percent of
savings, and over the past two
years it has taken an average of
34.
- -Now, they predict, government's pre-emption . of savings
could erunb close to 40 percent of
the savings total in 1982, a situation "wholly at odds with the objective of revitalizing private
capital formation."
That puts the blame on the
White House. It says in effect that
the White House itself and not
timidity among investors is the
reason why the marketplace
hasn't produced the endorsement
the president sought.
Savings will be higher in 1982,
Morghn believes, but "that rise in
saving could be completely absorbed by swollen government
deficits." That is, after government financing needs are met
there just won't be enough capital
left to invest in vital reindustrialization goals.
The Morgan people say it isn't
necessary for the administration
to .achieve pinpoint perfection in
its budget targets_ this year and
next. It isn't necessary to precisely balance the budget in 1984, they
say.
"The important need is to be
moving in a credible way toward
smaller and smaller deficits so as
to reduce pressure on credit
markets," they told readers of the
Morgan Guaranty Survey, a monthly publication.

Capitol Ideas
WASHINGTON (AP) — A few
congressional Republicans found
a light side to the troubles besetting budget director David A.
Stockman.
Senate Majority Leader Howard
H. Baker Jr. said he wasn't that
distressed by Stockman's unflattering words about his support for
the Clinch River nuclear breeder
reactor in his home state of
Tennessee.
Stockman, in interviews for the
Atlantic Monthly article that
prompted him to offer his resignation, said Baker's support was the
only reason the $3.2 billion reactor
had survived his budget knife.
Last week, President Reagan
refused to accept Stockman's offer to resign over the article,
which quoted-the budget director
as doubting that the administration's economic program would
work.
Senate Finance Committee
Chairman Bob Dole, R-Kan.,
never at a loss for one-liners, said
the controversy might help
Stockman become more effective.
"He'll spend more time working
and less time talking to
reporters."
And Sen. William V. Roth, RDel., a sponsor of the tax-cut plan
that forms the basis for the

By l'om R;sum
Reagan economic program, jokingly said he was inviting
Stockman for Thanksgiving
Dinner.
On the menu, Roth said, would
be "foot-in-mouth filet."
— Following dinner, Mr.
Stockman will be offered a blindfold and a cigarette," Roth said in
a news release.
During a recent House-Senate
conference committee meeting on
a new farm bill, negotiators asked
about the administration's position on an embargo protection
plan that could give farmers up to
$30 billion if ever invoked.
Administration officials said
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. opposed the measure
because it limited the options the
president has in dealing with
foreign policy crisis.
Haig also was the one who persuaded the president for the first
three months of his term not to lift
the Soviet grain embargo, as
Reagan had pledged to do.
"Who's Al Haig?" inquired
House Agriculture Committee
Chairman Kika de la Garza,
D-Texas.
"The secretary of agriculture,"
said Rep. Thomas Harkin,
D-Iowa.

Letter To The Editor

Right To Bear Arms
Dear Editor:
I am writine this for the sake of
owner of Handguns, Longguns,
Rifles, and Shotguns.
Morton Grove is the watchword
for the Most dangerous attack
ever staged against the right to
keep and bear arms. Morton
Grove, a small suburb of Chicago,
Ill., is the first town in America to
enact an outright ban on private
ownership of handguns.
Morton Grove is a place where
handguns could be confiscated,by
police and handguns owners prosecuted for exercising their right
to keep and bear arms.
Morton Grove is in a State which
has a firearms-owner license,
which has de facto firearms
registration, and which has a socalled waiting period for handguns purchases. Yet, unlike
crime-ridden Chicago, Morton
Grove is a town with no crime problem.
Why Morton Grove?
Perhaps the best answer came
from the anti-gun politician'
responsible for what he called the
new "handgun control" law. When
the ban-the-gun ordinance was
?.nacted June 8, he said it would
"send a message across the country that guns are no good."
The National Rifle Association,
representing Morton Grove gun
owners, filed against the Morton
Grove handgun ban in court--the
Circuit Court of Cook County
citing the Illinois Constitution,
which says: "Subject only to the
police power, the sight di the individual citizen to keep and bear
arms shall not be infringed."
The Constitutional Convention •
Committee which wrote that
vision stated a law which "Mtempted to ban all possession Or
use of (arms for protection of
recreation ). . . would be invalid."
But Morton Grove ignoi-ed the
constitution nisi as they ignored

the hundreds of residents who
came to the meeting to oppose the
law.
The State Judge has ruled that
the case against the Morton Grove
Ordinance should be heard first in
the Federal Court, both on the Illinois Constitution and on the U.S.
Constitution.
We are now facing a welldefined challenge to the United
States Constitution: to the Second
Amendment right to Keep and
Bear Arms; to the fourth Amendment right to be secure against
unreasonable infringement of the
rights of the people by state or
local Government.
The question before the court is
Can Government Outlaw, then
take our guns?
Thank You,
Don Gilbert
415 South 9th Street
Murray,Kentucky 42071 .
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They (ante To 'Roast Bob Miller,
r
.
(;ot The Last Laugh!
But Guess

who

I'm not what you would call a
political buff, but I got a tremendous kick out of being among
those present last Friday night for
the big tribute paid our county
judge/executive, Robert 0.(Bob
Miller, for almost a lifetime of
public service.
I was at Murray State in the
1930s when Bob was a BMOC ( Big
Man On Campus) — champion
debator, student leader,
cheerleader and general, allround Casanova. Yet, he was
never too big a BMOC to have
time to speak to and kid with the.
"Little Man"from the Bon Ton.
Since my family and I came
back to Murray, he has helped
Cathryn and me on several occasions when no one else would so
much as lend an ear. So, it was a
real privilege for us to have been
among the 600 or so of his political
and personal friends who turned
out for what had been billed as a
"Robert O. Miller Roast."
• • •
There were 10 "presenters" on
the elevated platform, and I
haven't Seen as many tuxedos in
one line since Dick Juergens and
his band played for the 1939 juniorsenior prom at Murray State.
Brightened by the beauty of our
lieutenant governor, Martha
Layne Collins, this "Who's who"
array included: former Lt. Gov.
Harry Lee Waterfield; McCracken County Judge/Executive
Raymond Schultz; Dr. L. J. Hortin; Dr. Charles Mercer, Memphis, Tenn.; Circuit Judge Jim
Lassiter; Owensboro Mayor J. R.
Miller, former U. S. Senator
Marlow Cook and Louisville attorneys William E. Scent and
Frank Haddad.
Cook, Scent and Haddad were
law school classmates of Bob's
and Judge Schultz was one of their
instructors. All have remained
close friends since those days.
• • •
Lt. Gov. Waterfield, a native of
Tobacco in Calloway County, said
he had known Bob "since the day
he was born, and if there is anyone
in the room who can beat that,
please stand up."
He also said his first and only
baby sitting experience was for
Bob's mother,"Miss Mattie," and
"If you ever sat with Bob Miller in
a sandbox, and been beat over the

GaRAFV11111`1
MARRIAGE
IS LIKE A
CAFETERIA;
You PICK atit
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6061)AND

You PAy
WATER

Thanks, Murray'
Dear Editor:
I want to thank everyone in
Murray who helped during our recent Friendship Festival. Over
$15,000 has been received or pledged to date, and the.campaign was
a great succeiss.
Cutbacks in federal funding
were threatening the vitality of
our public radio service. We wentto our audience for their .help to
make public radio happen. The
response was incredible. Murray
alone has pledged more • than
$4000. •
In addition to thanking indiyidual contributors, I aLsawant
to thank the many blisinesses who
donated food to sustain us, and the
many volunteers who worked long
hours to answer telephones and
•ta bulate pledges.
Thanks to you all!.
Bruce I
(;eri Mgr. WiiMS-EM

fmaking !hick

_
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are
welcomed and encouraged.
All letters must be signed by
the writer and the writer's
address and phone number
must be included for
verification. The phone
number will not be published.
I.etters should be
typewritten and doublespaced whenever possible '
anti should- be on topics of
general interest:
Editors reserve the right
to condense or reject any letter and limit frequent.
writers.
_ Address • correspondence
to: Editor, The Murray
laliger & Times, Box...32,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Calkiway County were first runamps in the Division Two of the
Talent Contest at Kentucky Farm
Hareem'sconvention in lanusville
Deaths reported included Ethel
Cooper,._78. lee Ann Langston. infant, Jo Ann Biarkeen. 37, and
Laura Game,V.
Mary Keys Russell, daughter of
Kr. and Mrs A W Russell, had
assumed the post of Dean of
Women at Murray State University
James Cl-ac (lopton was elected
as president and Junmy Boone as
vice president of Calloway County
Countri Club

1:lege
(0
1. oIrSthe14
'
)il
iisto0
history
The h
Presbyterian Church. prepared
by Mrs lieniamin Scheriffius, and
letters from all living former
pastors, -highlighted the program
of the 30th anniversary celebration of the church Nov 15
Deaths reported included
Naomi Prather,90
Buford Hurt. state manager of
Woodmen of the World, was named "Man of the Year" at the annual dinner meeting of Murray
Chamber of Commerce on Nov
16
Births reported included a boy
to Mr and Mrs William ft
Threlkeld. Nov 14
Mrs. 011ie Brown and Mrs ha
Douglas presented a program at
the meeting of Nature's Palette
Garden Club Mrs Henry Hargis'
home.

"Without hesitation, Mr. Bell
head with a spade you'd know why
it was my first and last such ex- said, 'No,' and Bob then asked,
'How could you be so sure it being
perience."
Judge Schultz, perhaps the most dark and without any obvious
colorful of the presenters, recalled identification marks?'
a hunting experience with Bob in
"Just as calmly, Mr. Bell
which our hero brought in a bunch replied,'She ain't my cow. All my
of dead meadow larks, thinking cows have tails.'
they were quail. He then
"Even though I was in the
presented Bob with a book, "A mood to cry from the loss of the
Field Guide to Birds East of the car, both Bob and I nearly broke
UP )eurs "gip
Rockies."
tirl over Mr. Bell's answer and the
Harry
J. Icnton. president,
Judge Schultz. spotting Bob's way he had been so positive that
Murray
Hosiery
Mills. was
wife, Pat, and their family in the the cow did not belong to him.
reelected
director
of
Associated
in
time
only
and
first
audience, went on to pay tribute to
"For the
Industries of Kentucky at the
her by thanking her for marrying my life, I found Bob without any
group's 40th anniversary meeting
him. "If you hadn't he might have comeback or comment."
in Louisville.
• • •
gone to Paducah,and the people of
John Tom Taylor had sold the
Paducah and McCracken County They each got a lot of laughs at
Allis-Chalmers dealership to
are extremely grateful for what Bob's expense, the presenters
Walter Conner.
you did to keep him here."
with their stories, but if you know
H. E. Brandon, Sr. celebrated
And so it went, for almost three I3ob Miller, you know he generally
his 77th birthday on Nov. 11 at his
hours of laughter and fun-dipped has the last laugh or word.
home in Hazel.
barbs thrown at the judge, the proWhen it came his turn to resControlled raccoon and
ceedings punctuated, however, by pond, he lit into them one by one.
opossum
hunt was planned by
telling
perto
enough standing ovations
Although space prohibits
Kentucky Woodlands National
mit a fellow to stretch for a few all he said to each one, here are
Wildlife Refuge, Nov. 26-Dec. 8,
moments.
few examples.
according to 1. E. Clarke, refuge'
• • •
Addressing J.R. Miller, he callmanager
Our own Judge Lassiter, ed him "the last of the wheelerhowever, came up with one of the dealers in the' smoke filled
best stories of the night when he rooms." Then he told how the
-recalled one of his "famous trips" Owensboro Mayor had tried to
to Frankfort with Bob.
get Martha Layne Collins to help,
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 17, the
He had just bought his first new him become Secretary of
321st day of 1981. There are 44
luxury car, and they were coming Transportation. "But," he roared,
days remaining in the year.
home. "This has been long enough "The FBI got his Merlin airplane,
Today's highlight in history:
ago that the West Kentucky the city commission got his
On Nov. 16, 1933, the United
Parkway coming this way ended limosine and his creditors got his
States and Soviet Union establishat Princeton," he said, "and our houseboat, so he is well qualified
ed diplomatic relations.
trip home was late enough that by air, land or sea."
On this date:
Turning to Jim Lassiter, he calldarkness had set in some 30
In 1968, the Soviet Union anminutes prior to leaving the ed him "the president of the Wells
it had launched the
nounced
twothe
Alumni
entering
School
and
Elementary
Parkway
world's largest spaceship to date,
Association and its most
lane road into Eddyville..
the Proton IV.
"As a matter of fact," he went distinguished graduate."
In 1977, the Shah of Iran
Addressing Bill Scent, a former
on, "we had planned to visit with
left Tehran for a meeting with
John Fugate at the Diamond secretary of finance in Kentucky
President Carter. saying he'd
Restaurant and enjoy one of his and six times married, Bob said,
work actively against an increase
"And, Bill, if you had brought all
good dinners.
in oil prices.
"Suddenly, we were confronted of your wives we would have had a
And in 1979, eight people, believin our lane with a 1200-pound black lot larger crowd here tonight."
ed to be Iranians, were arrested
Of Dr. Hortin, he said he was the
angus cow — which since has
outside Washington, D.C., for car.come to be known around Murray only man alive "drawing teacher
rying high-powered rifles, amas 'the drunk cow that ran over retirement checks from three
munition and a street map of the
states — Illinois, Ohio and -KenBob Miller and Jim Lassiter.!
capital.
"As luck would have it," he tucky."
Ten years ago: Former Soviet
"Why, he has a rubber-tired
went on, "the front of the car
master-spy Rudolf Abel died of
caught the cow at the proper angle wheelbarrow to haul his pension
from her rear to totally detach the check home every month so he
cancer in Russia.
whole of her tail from her body and Miss Mellie can sit down and
Five years ago: The Ford rul
and firmly planted it on the wind- open one every day" he said.
ministration approved an
• • •
shield of the car.
emergency loan of $300,000 to sup"Whatever speed we were drivBut they loved it and so did
port the new regime in Portugal.
ing was exactly right to throw her everyone there.
One year ago: An explosion at
It was a fitting tribute to a fine
upwards and over the windshield
an army munitions plant in
onto the top of the car, at which fellow who is going to be sorely
downtown Bangkok, Thailand,left
time I applied the brakes: The missed in that northwest corner of
scores of people dead and hunmotion of thetar being slowed and the courthouse. They paid $15 a
dreds injured.
stopped caused the cow to come plate to be at the dinner last FriToday's birthday: Actor
off the roof of the car, down onto day night, much of which goes to a
Burgess Meredith is 72.
the hood, and the only comment scholarship fund at Murray State
Thought For Today: A man ma)
made during the entire episode in Bob's name.
build himself a.throne of bayonets,
It was just one of those events to
was when Bob said, '(Censored),
but he cannot sit on it. -- Dear.
Which you were glad you came
you're gonna hit her again!'
Ralph Inge, English writer
• • •
and one you'll long remember. I
(1860-1954).
"Needless to say, it made a ter- know I will.
I
IIII
rible mess. out of the cow and the
car. AlmoStevery person Bob and
I had either known or heard of in
Caldwell or Lyon County just hapUSPS308-700)
pened to come by and stop — I
suppose to. express gratitude that
we . hadn't been injured and to
Publisher
Walter L. Apperson
sympathize with the almost total
Editor..
R Gene McCutcheon
loss of the automobile.
"During the course of people
The Murray Ledger & Times is pi...dished every afternoon
milling about." he.continued, I
except
Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day, New Years Day and
noticed one man - obviously a
by Murray Newspapers, Inc_ 106 N. 4th, MurThanksgiving
farmer • wearing bib overalls,
ray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Posaige Paid at Murray, Ky.
who had .been there almost from
42071.
the beginning with his hands tuckSUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by carriers,
ed in the front of his overalls. He
$3.25 per month,'payable in advance. By mail in Calloway
didn't seem to have anything to
County and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmsay to anyone.
ington,
Ky., and Paris, Bdchanan and Puryear, Tn., $24,50
"Finally, I inquired fif- h1M 4S to
per year. By maltto other destinations,$39.50 per year.
who he was and he told me thathe
Member of Associated r'ress, Kentucky Press Association
was a Mr. Bell that he lived at a
Southern Newspaper Publishers Association..
and
hotise where the light was on sonic
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to republish
point
that
at
was
It
away.
1500 feet
local news originated by 'The Murray Ledger & Times as
thale,Rub took up the conversation
.s.
well as all other AP news.
,mr..jiril..7440
you
grow
and asked,
cattle"- and his response was.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Business Office
753-1916
the typical -prosecutor,
Classified Advertising,
753-1916
Bob followed by asking what kind
Retail(Display) Addtrtising ...........
753-1919
of cattle hi- crew and he said,
Circulation
753-1916
"black- ancus." Then, of eourse,
News aociSports Dept
753-1918
is
Bell;
'Mr.
thi. obvious riiicstion.
this

Today In History

Wirray Ledger & Times
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I HEALTH

Artist Has Display
Crawford is a retired
Margaret Crawford of
the Lynn Grove area his, school teacher and is
a display of her paintings--"married to Donald
at Calloway County Crawford, a local
businessman.
Public Library.
"The public is welcome
showing
a
The artist is
landscape in oil and to come see the paintings
florets in watercolor. One which are being shown in
of the paintings won a rib- the rear area of the main
bon and prize at the library through the monHopkinsville Art Guild's thu of November," Gerry
Reed, library staff cowPennyrile Art Cantt..."..dinator of the art shows,
announced.
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Foundation Plans
Observance Of Fast Day

Fear of a serious problem
Lawrance E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
a 211-year-old woman in general good health. I am writing to you because I don't
want to bother my physician
with these abstract symptoms. But I do want to know
If they are important. I have
periodic abdominal pain that
occurs about age to* to the
Left of my navel. This is a
boring, gnawing pain but
never acute. It often wakes
me up around midnight. Eating doesn't help and sometimes seems to make it
worse. My stools are frequently a peculiar black
•
color.
The Golden Age Club
I feel as though I'd be
Nov.
Thursday,
will meet
wasting the doctor's time
19, at 11:30 a.m. in the and don't really have a
social hall of First United serious problem. If it is
Methodist Church. serious I'm not sure I want

Local Club
Plans Meet

Members are asked to
note the change in date
because of the
Thanksgiving holiday.
A potluck luncheon will
be served.
During an October
meeting a potluck luncheon was served at the
social hall. The group
later toured Murray State
University's new Univer.
sity Center.,
Members present were
Shirley Werts, Lucille
Rollins, Floy Caldwell,
Birdie Parker, Thelma
Parker, Mary Ray, Opal
Reeves, Otie McDougal,
Naoma Schwalm, Paul
I Kingins, Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Burgoyne, Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Hendrickson,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Davis,
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Bucklew, and Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Schlueter. Two
guests were Priscillia
Schaunbacher and Barbara Shores.

}•11.004MIKY•M=011

r°4Commercial Design McKeown,
Inc.
Presents

FRANCES LEE JASPER
K. J. TOUSI
SOHEYL MANAVI

to know the truth either.
Now, your symptoms are
What do you suggest?
not typical of a specific
DEAR READER — I sug- disease, mostly because the
gest a trip to the doctor. pain is not relieved from
Your reaction is typical of eating. Otherwise I would
many people who have suggest that you have an
health problems. There defi- ulcer, owl you may have. I
nitely is some anxiety about am s
you The Health
the possibility of _finding out Latter
rne.1.5-141, Undersomething serious is wrong. standing Ulcers and Acidity.
So a person continues to be Others who want this issue
upset rather than face the can send 75 cents with a
issue. If you happen to have long, stamped, selfnothing wrong, you'll feel addressed envelope for it to
100 percent better by just me, in care of this newspafinding that out.
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
Patients often forget that City Station, New York, NY
one of the important roles of 10019. Often ulcer sympa doctor is making people toms are not typical.
feel better, and sometimes
Pain that tends to wake a
that is accomplished by find- person up at night seldom is
ing out that there is nothing just nothing. It usually
serious and telling the means that something is
patient so."
wrong That requires medical
attention.
The black stools may
mean that you are bleeding
from an ulcer. Digested
blood is usually black and
tarry.
No one can tell what your
problem is without a good
examination but I would not
The Purchase Subarea and 12 rehabilitation simply disregard it. There is
too much of a chance that it
Health Council will meet beds) through construc- is
related to an ulcer or
at 7 p.m. on Nov. 19 at the tion plus renovation of ex-. other cause for bleeding to
Purchase Area Develop- isting space for expan- be ignored.
ment District. An election sion of cardiology, carDEAR DR. LAMB — I
of members to the Health diac rehabilitation, went to my doctor because I
Council will take place to respiratory therapy, was tired all the time, had
weight and felt cold.
providt representatives pulmonary rehabilita- gained
He said my thyroid was
for each of the eight Pur- tion, physical, therapy, enlarged. A specialist took
and outpatient registra- tests and I have an underacchase counties.
tive thyroid. He put me on
Also, at the meeting, tion.
Synthroid and told me to
three projects will be
Preceding the Health take one every day for the
reviewed. They are as Council meeting will be rest of my life. I feel fine
follows:
the Health Council's Pro- now, but I am concerned
Goodman Hill Hospital ject Review Committee about taking a pill the rest
Project - to establish an meeting at 5 p.m. when of my life. What if I became
pregnant, would it affect my
80 bed alcoholism treat- each of the three projects baby?
I'm 21 years old.
ment facility in Paducah. previously mentioned Could I take some vitamins
Lourdes Hospital Pro- will be reviewed in detail. or something natural instead
ject - to replace and
The public is invited to of the Synthroid?
DEAR READER — Synupgrade an existing com- both the Health Council
puterized tomography .and Project Review throid is thyroid hormone
and merely makes sure your
scanner.
meetings to make com- body is getting enough thyHosnital
ProLourdes
ments on items off the roid hormone since your
ject -.to add 62 beds (50 agenda, a 'spokesman gland is not producing
enough. Think of it as
adult medical surgical said.
•
replacement therapy. It will
not hurt you, and as you
have found out you will not
do well without enough thyroid hormone.
No, you cannot take vitamins instead of your
replacement hormone any
more than a diabetic who
needs insulin could take
vitamins instead of insulin
replacement. And since the
pill merely gives you the
normal amount of hormone
action, it will not hurt your
baby. You may not get pregOnk
nant without taking it. When
you get pregnant your doctor will make any dosage
‘s,tth Garlic Bread
adjustments you might need.
Salad 40' E‘tra

Health Council
Meeting Slated

PAGLIAI'S
Italian Spaghetti
Special

Antique, Semi Antique and
Contemporary Rugs
EXHIBIT & SALE
Appraisals Daily
1:00 PM-6:00 PM
Nov. 19
9:00 AM-5:00 PM
Nov. 20
9:00 AM-4:00 PM
Nov. 21

$1"

LECTURE NOV. 20, 1101AM-12:00 PM
627 Broadway, 2nd Floor
Phone(502)443-8461

69' Special For Kick

rugs of
the orient

Inside Dining Onk

You Cant Lot This Good At Home For This Price

SAVE — SAVE! SAVE

SAVE.
a

D&T
Warehouse
Prices Good 11-17 thru 11-23
Food
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town

Turner

Milk
$215

Turner Party

•
tti

•
re

Field Old

•
'pre
•.‘

1 Lb.

Dip 8 Oz.

THOMPSON BOY
Gayle Talmadge Adam
Ryan is the name chosen
by Rebecca Thompson,
Rt. 1, Dexter,for her son,
weighing eight pounds
111
/
2 ounces, measuring
/
4 inches, born Friday,
211
Nov. 13, at 10:14 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
AL

Bacon

Fashioned

3 For $1.00

Sausage

1 lb. $1.08

Gal.

•
Margarine

Field Pro Leaguers

Blue Bonnet

Wieners

The Fast for a World
Harvest, according to the
Rev. Fred Morton, foundation director.
The group will join
others around the country

PianoWorkshop
Conducted Here

Your Individual
Horoscope

card when dining out.Surpris- LEO
ing news can interfere with (July 23toAug,22) 42aRCA
concentration.
You may receive an invitaTAURUS
tion to go away for the
Hospital.
(Apr.20 toMay 20)
The baby's father, Job and domestic matters weekend. Expect good news
Gayle T. Thompson, died are favored, rather than going' by noon. Try to keep expenses
Aug. 23 from injuries sus- out for good times. Friends down after dark.
tained in a truck acci- are erratic and may not show VIRGO
(Aug.23toSept.22)
dent.
up for appointments.
Don't let worry take hold, or
Maternal grandparents GEMINI
it will cloud your thinking. A
of the baby are Mr. and (May 21 to June 20)
financial opportunity will
Mrs. Ray Holt, Sr., Rt. 1, Though you may be upset come from a quite unexpected
about a work situation, quarter.
Dexter.
nothing should keep you from LIBRA
•
(Sept. nth oct.22)
Despite a tense money situation, you'll enjoy social success now. Unexpected news in
the evening may add to your
peace of mind.
SCORPIO
(Oct. M to Nov.21)

Birth Reported

Free Refills On Drinks

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.

fiances lee jasper

in this harvest,sponsored
by Oxfam America, a
non-profit agency based
in Boston, to help community development projects around the world.
Morton said "we're
organizing the fast on
campus to give people achance to make a personal commitment to the
hungry of the world and
as a simple and direct
way of sharing some of
our resources with people
in Latin America, Asia
and Africa whe are struggling to survive and
become self-reliant."
During the Thursday
observance, light soup
will be served at the
Wesley Foundation on
COORDINATORS for the Elementary Workshop Payne Street from 10
for Piano Students were Margaret Wilkins, left,and a.m. to 4 p.m. for those
Suzanne Johnson.
participating in the fast.
Thursday from 7:30-10
p.m. the Christian Coffeehouse, sponsored by
Campus Chaplains
Association in the Stables
at the University Center,
will feature entertainment and programs dealMurray Music prepared by students.
The student chapter of ing with world hunger.
Teachers Association
The fast day will consponsored its Annual Kentucky Music
with the celebration
clude
Teachers
Association
at
Elementary Workshop
for Piano Students Satur- Murray State was respon- of Communion at the
day, Nov. 14, from 8 a.m. sible for the music ac- Wesley Foundation at
until 1 p.m. in the Price tivities class and other 10:15 p.m.
Persons interested in
Doyle Fine Arts Center, extra events for the
making pie( ges to the
Murray State University. students.
In addition to entering fast and contributions to
Margaret Wilkins, and
their
own students, Oxfam may come to
Suzanne Johnson were
members
of Murray University Center from
the coordinators for
Music
Teachers
Associa- 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
this event. More than
Wednesday and Thurstion
acted
as
hostesses,
65 participants represenNov. 18 and 19. They
day,
sponsoring
a
hospitality
ting 12 teachers entered
also be made at
may
hour
for
the
event.
the workshop. They had
Wesley Foundation. For
This
elementary
been preparing for the
workshop was one of information call Morton
event since late August.
several regional at 753-9859.
This entire region of the workshops sponsored in
Last year the local
state was well each state wider the Foundation raised $90
represented as students auspices of KMTA and with 39 persons fasting.
from Paducah, Kevil, La Music Teachers National, Morton said this year's
Center, Murray and nor- Association.
goal is 100 fasters.
thwestern Tennessee
played on Saturday.
Dr. Judith Lippman of
the piano faculty at Murray State University's
Department of Music was
V,414\10
Frances Drake
in charge of Keyboard
Skills. The application of
FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 111,1961
those skills took place in
making the most of your
the piano laboratory us- What kind of day will tomor- creative
abilities.
row
be?
To
find
out
what
the
ing electronic pianos.
CANCER
stars
say,
read
the
forecast
Prof. Marie Taylor and
(June 21 to July 22) IWO
Dr. James McKeever, given for your birth Sign.
Avoid frivolous expenalso of the piano faculty, ARLES
ditures. If you keep purchases
judged the compositions(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
within your budget, shopping
Happiness with close ties is is favored. Excess nervous
assured now, but avoid credit- energy may be a problem.

Members of Ur Wesley
Foundation, Murray
State University, will
stop eating for a day on
Thursday, Nov. 19, as a
Dart of the observance of
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Christmas
Open
House
1-5 p.m.
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Cake Mixes
79c

Potatoes

Door and Wall Plaques
Wreaths-Centerpieces
Garlands and Novelty Items

Nov.22, 1981

10Lb98
8 Pack
16 Oz.
Plus
Deposit

R.C.
or
Diet Rite R.C.

egki0

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22toJan.19) WV
Business gains will make
you happy, but avoid loaning

Register For Free Door Prizes
and Refreshments
Christmas Decorations & Accessories

- 12 Oz.
3 Lb. Cdions 78`

Duncan Hines

Keep your personality out of
career dealings. You do better
by maintaining a low profile.
Social life doesn't look too promising.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22to Dec.21)
Friends want you to visit.
News from a distance gladdens you. Erratic behavior on
your part can work against
career progress.

money to others. Late evening
doesn't favor risk-taking.
at' Drive carefully.
AQUARIUS

),? (Jan.20to Feb. 18)
altercation could' arise

An
• between
a close tie and an acre
quaintance. Opportunity
'gz*.comes from afar. Travel and
education are favored.
• PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Career gains are probable
•
1 4, %
now, but tact is needed with
your fellow workers. Be flexible after dark, when plans
may be changed.
YOU BORN TODAY
gravitate towards public life
arKkare naturally interested in
world problems. You will have
o' success in law, politics,
et' religion and - administrative
• work. You do your best work
r

when motivated by an ideal
and may be especially
talented in music. Overcome a
A.isktendency to maintain fixed
V
. ns. It may interfere with
•
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the' development of your inroe tuitive. powers'. Writing,
tot\teaching and intellectual pur•
suits may also appeal to yop.
Birthdate of: Alan Shepard,
stronaut; George Gallup,
pollster; and Eugene Ormandy,symphony conductor.
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Cominunity Events

Dealt,

Tuesday,Nov. 17
Recital by Murray
State University Faculty
Brass Trio and Quintet at
University Center, MSU,
has been cancelled.

SIDS (sudden death
syndrome) Group will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Health
Center. Persons please
Music Department of note change in date due to
Murray Woman's - Club Thanksgiving.
will meet at 7:30
at club house with proThursday,Nov.19
gram by Betty ThompBusiness and Professon, Barbara Jewell, and sional Women's Club will
Fransuella Cole. have its birthday party at
Hostesses will be Dorothy 6:30 p.m. at Seven Seas
Crouse, Rebecca Dublin, with Jo Curris as
Suzanne Johnson, Clara speaker.
Humphrey, and Jo Curris.
Magazine Club will
meet
at 2 p.m. at Holiday
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow Inn with Martha Carter
for Girls will meet at 7 as hostess.
p.m. at Masonic Hall.
Alpha Mu Chapter of
Retirees of Local 1068 Epsilon Sigma Alpha will
UAW-CIO, Tappan Com- meet at 7 p.m. in the
pany, will have covered home of Dorothy Eddish supper at 5:30 p.m. wards, Highway 641
at First Christian South.
Church. This will be the
Twin Lakes Antique
Thanksgiving event.
Car Club will meet at 7
Alcoholics Anonymous p.m. at Gateway
will meet at 8 p.m. at Restaurant,Draffenville.
west end of Livestock and
Temple Hill Chapter,
Exposition Center.
No. 511 Order of the
Murray TOPS (take off Eastern Star will meet at
poounds sensibly) Club 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
will meet at 7 p.m. at hall.
Health Center,
Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club
Parents Anonymous will meet at 9:30 a.m. for
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For breakfast with Helen
information call 759-1087 Hodges as speaker.
or 753-6917.
Mothers Day Out will
Murray Optimist Club be at 9 a.m. at First Bapwill meet at 6 p.m. at tist Church.
Joe's Family Restaurant.
Carol Poe Group of
Ranger and Rangerette
First
Baptist Church
Puppet Show and hot dog
and chili supper will be Women will meet at 7
from 6 to 7:30 p.m. at p.m. at Judy Henry's
Woodmen of the World home.
Hall. This will be spon-.
Murray Women of the
sored by Tau Phi Lambda
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
Sorority.
at the lodge hall.
Wednesday,Nov.18
Returning Students
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
United will meet at 7:45 of Beta Sigma Phi will
a.m. in Room 101, Ord- meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
way Hall, Murray State Center..
University.
Senior Citizens Centers
Make Today Count will will be open as follows:
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Hazel and Douglas from
Murray-Calloway County 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Ellis
from 10 a.m.to 3 p.m.
Hospital.
Volunteers of Calloway
Overeaters Anonymous
will meet at 12:30 p.m. in County Public Library
Classroom Two at will have their second
Murray-Calloway County potluck luncheon at noon
at the library.
Hospital.
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Runaway's Call Is
Parents' Finest Gift
By Abigail Van Buren

at the

DEAR READERS: As Thanksgiving approaches, I
am mindful of my many bles.sings. not the least of
which is writing this column. Almost daily I receive
some heartwarming letters, but I want to share this
one from my files to publicise again one of the most
gratifying public services performed by this column.
If it serves to unite just one young runaway with his
parents, it will be worth the space.

1,:se

DEAR ABBY: Our problem daughter, not quite 17 ran
away from home 14 months ago. She her± been giving us a
SPEAKER , — Ken Holland will play sacred
rough time for about a year — skipping school, staying out
music
on the.bag pipes and speak at a meeting of
noisy
scene,
she
constanily.
After
a
late and lying to us
stormed out of the house with only the clothes on her back Methodist MO at First United Methodist Church,
We didn't have a clue where she went.
Nov. 18,a16:30 p.m.
Only a parent who has lived through this kind of
nightmare can realize what we went through. After a year of
heartaches and sleepless nights, we were told by the police
to give up and assume she was dead. But parents never give
up. We continued to search and hope and pray that she'd
The luncheon for Nov
"Understanding Peoreturn to us one day.
Well, our prayers were answered when,out of the blue, we
,will be the topic 25 has been cancelled
received a telephone call from someone who said he was a presented by Dr. Terry because of Thanksgiving
rffett at the
— .
volunteer with Runaway Hotline (formerly °titration Peace"
Wednesday
of Mind) in Houston.(We live in Michigan.) We were told
Camthat our daughter had read of the toll-free number in "Dear luncheon of United
Abby" and she wanteil to let us know that she was well and piis Ministq. Barrett is
happy in Fort Lauderdale,"Fla.! The Voldriteer said our an-associate professor in
daughter would call him again on the following morning in the psychology departcase we had a message for her.
ment at Murray State
We told him we would welcome a collecetall from her. University.
Sure enough, she called us the next day! She sounded
wonderful and said she was working and was going to night UCM luncheons are
school to finish her education. This story has a happy each Wednesday from
12:30 unti11:20 p.m. in the
ending. Our daughter is coming for Christmas!
Abby, will-you- please publish thattolbfree number again um)Room 4,44.110_Un4ver.
so other runaway kids can establish communications with sity "Center, toom 304.
their families? Our daughter said that she had seen your Coffee is furnished b) the
column with the number posted near telephones where
ministry, and food iii
runaways hang out.
We will never be able to thank you ent-Aigh for giving us be purchased in the tea
room or cafeteria and
the happiest holiday we've ever had!
GRATEFUL IN MICHIGAN taken to the Ohio Room

HAPPINESS tt.
PLACE

-1"11iN Thur%da.v
Friday
'Sm. 19th
11104.4itor
11urra.‘. Kv
20111

Barrett 11 'ill.Speak

t•Pd

Pre-Thanksgiving

Sale

Fall Suits i
&Dresses 1

' on the third level, for the

DEAR "GRATEFUL: With pleasure. Runaways, call.
program.
luncheon
l
this toll-free number: 1-800-231-8946. If in Texas,
The luncheons are for
use this number: 800-392-3352.
An operator will take your call and telephone your students, facalty, and inparents anywhere in the United States with a mes- terested persons from the
sage from you. There will be no lecturing or recrimi- surroundini,community
nations. Your call will not be traced. And only one
5
question will be asked: "Do you need anything?" If
you do, you will be told where you can get it, free. I
repeat, no attempt will be made to contact you or
bring you back home — regardless of your age.
If. you are a runaway. I beg you to forget the past
and send a message to your parents now. They will
sleep better tonight and so will you. And you will all
have the best holiday season you've had in years. GodThe wild cherry tree
"brother" to the fruit
bless You.
ABBY bearing orchard cherries,
is native to America.
P.S., Runaway Hotline was established nine years It's fruit is rarely tempting
ago by a handful of public-spirited volunteers with bat it's wood is prized
the support of the governor of Texas. To date it has for making furniture of
placed over 300,000 calls from runaways, assuring high-- sheen and polish.
their families that they are OK. Beautiful!
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Mademoiselle Shop
Downtown Murray-
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Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-Ager Ought to Know." Send $2
®IRA G. CORN,JR. and a long, stamped (37 cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne
Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.

THE ACES

Pass
111
"My way of joking is to l•
44
34
All
tell the truth. It's the fuhni- 3/P
pass
est joke in the world." —
George Bernard Shaw.
Opening lead: Spade king

NVOINI ENSW14,4k 11

We Announce
With Pride

rubber is slated for at least
one more hand.
Both East and West had
Jeannie Wilson, bride-elect of Joe Don
something to say about
.t Curtis has selected her bathroom and
Bid with Corn
today's defense but neither
bedroom linens and accessories as well
got close to the real truth. South holds: 11-17-81-B
as other gat items for her new horn
That was left to the "friendfrom our vast selection ofgifts.
ly kibitzer." His remarks
•A 8 3 2
Jeannie
VS 4
brought some light after he
•8
6
2
was asked to settle the arguJoe
ment.
will
East played the spade
be
deuce on West's spade king North South
married
and West made the obvious 14
14
/
switch to a low club. East 24
Jan 9th
won the ace and returned a
1982
club but declarer ducked to ANSWER: Pass. This might
dummy's 10 to force West's miss an occasional game
king. Three quick tricks for that makes, but it's far
the defense, but that was all. more likely that a part
Declarer chalked up 10 score is the limit.
•
--tricks for game and rubber.
green door•
¶w-the
Send
bndge
questions
to
The
Aces,
"Why didn't you overtake P.O Box 12343,
Dallas, Texas 75225,
my spade king to lead clubs with self-addressed, stamped envelope
Dixieland Center
from your side?" asked for reply
West.
"What difference would
that have made?" demanded East. "He could have
made the same play
anyway. My eight would be
ducked to dummy's 10 and
we would get the same two
club tricks."
Asked to arbitrate, the
friendly kibitzer pointed out
"Serving American & Chinese Food Daily"
the correct play. East
should definitely overtake
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
with the spade ace since
dummy's diamonds pose the
obvious threat. But instead
of leading his club eight, he
should lead the club jack.
This assures the defense of
three club tricks whether or
not South covers and the

SOME NEW LINES TO
AN OLD CLASSIC
The style is blue jeans— the fit is
pure comfort'

AT HOME ON THE RANGE
OR IN THE TOWN
Wherever frou go, they wt11 not cut
or bind.

MADE OF RUGGED 14 OZ.
100% PREWASHED
COTTON DENIM
A HIGH-QUALITY
ORIGINAL THAT'S A REAL
VALUE!

RESTAURANT

QUALITY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE

Super Straight
California Straight
99
G. S

"LUNCH SPECIALS"

9

American & Chinese Buffet

4

1147414
NORTH
•5
•A J 9 2
•AKQJ10
41063
EAST
WEST
•KQ1096. •A832
p54'
463
*962
$754
444 J
"
. •J 74
•K910117
•A :1
•Q7 5
Vulnerabli• Roth
North The. bidding
%with
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'
,nails
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•

All You Can Eat $325 Per Person
Includes: Salad Bar, Chinese And American Entree,
3 Kinds Of Vegetables, Fried Rice, Chinese Hot or lc,
ed Tea. Also Includes 1 Serving Soup & 1 Appetizer
Glenn Under 12½ Price'
— lhoffet On Seedily

Amato,'Poodierved Tog;

Insides!lb i‘N.-11 ca.hod 11-2 p.m.
Dinar 4-10
IN•aler

.9 1
239

Hwy.641 Smyth, Holiday Inn
Mum.Ky.(502)753-4488

COMPLF-Tt rAmit_v DEPT. STORE
•

•Featured in Junior Sizes'
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Are you satisfied with where
you live?
If the place is really right for
you, it improves your mental
outlook, helps you to live longer
and increases your income.
That conclusion is the result
of a nationwide study by three
professors, Dr. Thomas F.
Bowman, Dr. George A. Giuliani and Dr. Ronald Minge.
Their findings are contained in
their book, "Finding the Best
Place to Live in America."
The idea is to enable you to
make a self-evaluation that will
tell you whether you already
are living in the right place or,
if you contemplate a change,
the most likely new location.
The premise is that the area
you call home should and can
be selected on the basis of accurate information.
The 80 areas analyzed by the
authors are designated by
cities, but they include suburban sites and many rural country places as well.
Before you can decide which
might be the best place to live
for someone with your likes
and dislikes, you have to know
what your likes and dislikes
are. The professors have what

they call a "prospering" test.
Your mission, if you care to accept it, is to choose from each
matched pair of descriptive
statements the one that is most
important to you as you look
for the best place to prosper.
If you think it makes little
difference where you live because you know you can handle
people as well as changed circumstances, consider these
facts:
In some areas, personal income growth is five times
greater ihan in some others. In
some places, costs for electricity are 20 times higher than
in some others. In some areas,
house prices average more
than twice as much as in others. And in some states, property taxes are as much as six
times as high as in other
states.
From now until 1990, 15 times
as many houses per thousand
people will be built in some
areas as in others. It should not
surprise you to learn most of
these houses will be built in the
Sunbelt, with the leading cities
( and their environs) being Las
Vegas, Houston, Phoenix, Tucson, Orlando, Tampa, Austin
and Dallas.
Where will houses cost the

for (ill your Trovel Reservations Call
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Calloway County Farm Bureau
1981 Florida Citrus Fruit Program
free ripened fruit, delivered direct to Form Bureou office
second or third week in December. Send order form or call
753-4703

Lost Dote orders accepted Nov. 24
Please enter our order for:
Box Navel
V
Oranges 4/5 Bu
Box Hamlin
Oranges, 4/5 Bu.
Box Pink Seedless
Grapefruit, 4/5 Bu.
Box Orlando
Tangelos, 4/5 Bu
Case *HiDensity Frozen
Orange Juice, 24-12 Oz. Cons
Case *HiDensity Froz. Grapefruit
Juice, 24-i 2 Oz. Cons
Case *Lemonade Concentrate,
24-12 Oz. Cans
Pecans, One-pound
Bags(Shelled halves)
Southern Fried Peanuts, 20 Oz. Cans

$12.50
$9.95
$9.00
$9.50
$30.50
$23.50
$11.50
$3.75
$2.15

*May be diluted with 5 cons of water.
NAME

4.

ADDRESS

Telephone No.

Zip Code

Del,Q.y

•••••
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living and sleeping levels

( Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," available
by sending $1.50 to this paper
at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.)

It's beginning to look a lot
like Christmas at the Colonial
Williamsburg Restoration in
Virginia — not as we know the
holiday toaay, but as it might
have been celebrated by 18thcentury Virginians.
The restoration, a recreation
of that era of the 18th century
when Williamsburg was the
capital of Virginia, has had
seasonal decorations since 1939.
Today, it is well-known for its
arrangements of natural materials and live greens which
adorn its 18th-century homes,
shops and public buildings, and
its 19th-century Carter's Grove
plantation, just outside the historic area.
Libbey Hodges Oliver, supervisor of the flower section at
Colonial Williamsburg, said she
and five assistants had been
knee-deep in natural materials
for the decorations all fall.
Anyone who would like to
create similar decorations at
home should also start early to
collect and arrange the dried
and natural materials, she
added.
"Except for some styrofoam
and floral wire ( which do not
show), the decorations make
use of nothing that might not
have been available locally during the 18th century," according to Ms. Oliver.
The restoration does not
claim the decorations are authentic since "there is really no
firm historical record of pre
cisely how Williamsburg families did decorate their homes
for the holiday," despite considerable research on the subject,
added Ms. Oliver.
a6
44,42
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most?
The list shows San Francisco
in first place, followed by Las
Vegas, Anchorage, Charleston,
S.C., Los Angeles, Honolulu,
Washington, D.C., San Diego
and Memphis, Tenn.
Where do state taxes hit the
hardest?
Alaska leads that list, with
New York second, Wyoming
third, and then Massachusetts,
Hawaii, Arizona, Minnesota and
Vermont.
But, say Drs. Bowman, Giuliani and Minge, deciding which
is the best place for you to live
and moving there are two different things. The key problem,
after all factors are considered,
is whether a move is worth the
risk. Whatever you do, be sure
to visit the places you are considering. It will help you form
first-hand impressions that no
books or people can give you.
Whatever the costs of your
trips, they can save you a lot of
headaches, not to mention money.

PM/Mtn/Mt")
401%
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THAT'S IT

Levi's
JEANSVVEAR

THE MAIN ENTRANCE OF THIS SPLIT-LEVEL house
is given importance by vertical louvers, flanking stone
planters, square decorator-type windows and a weather protective entrance porch. Inside, there is a large living room
and four bedrooms. Plan HA1130M has 2,234 square feet.
For more information write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to Master Plan Service, 89 East
Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N.Y. 11501.

Here's the Answer
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — The cabinets in our
kitchen are wood. They have
been there for about 30 years
and are still in good condition
except for a kind of stickiness
that seems to have developed.
Is this from the grease in the
kitchen or has the finish, which
I think is shellac, started to
deteriorate? How do I clean
them? Or must I strip them
with a varnish remover?
A. — It is likely that the
stickiness is from grease that
has accumulated over the
years. Haven't the cabinets
been cleaned regularly? If not,
that should be a standard
procedure after they have been
put back into shape. Start out
with one of the conventional
cleaning preparations, reading
the label on the one you select
to be sure it can be used on
wood. It may take a considerable amount of rubbing and
perhaps two applications to do
the job properly. If this proves
unsatisfactory, try rubbing the
finish with denatured alcohol. If
the finish is shellac, as you suspect, the alcohol will take it off
or, at the least, make the surface suitable for refinishing.
When you use the alcohol, be

sure there is plenty of ventilation. Only in an extreme case
will you have to use a varnish
remover. Not so incidentally,
do you have some kind of exhaust in the kitchen to rid the
room of smoke and grease
when cooking?
Q. — When the hot water is
turned on in our kitchen, it
takes a long time before the
water gets hot. We have been
told this is a waste, not only of
water but of the electricity
used to heat the water. What
can we do about it?
A. — It isn't that it takes a
long time for the water to get
hot; it takes a long time for the
hot water to reach you. It could
even be that some of the heat
in the water is dissipated while
going through the *cold pipes.
This is a difficult problem to
solve, simply because long lines
of piping may be the cause. Insulating the hot-water pipes
sometimes provides a solution.
Q. — The stopper in our bathroom sink does not work right.
It goes up and down all right,
but when the water is turned on
full force, it does not go down
the drain even when the stopper is in the up or closed posi-

IMINIMINNO
NMIENNIO

ton. We have tried to lift out
the stopper because someone
told us that was the way to
clean it, but we simply cannot
get it out. Does it have to be
removed in a different way?
A. — Before you lift out the
stopper, you first have to turn
it counterclockwise. When you
have the stopper in your hand,
you will find grease and usually
hair at the end of it. Remove
this matter and replace the
stopper, turning it clockwise to
get it into position. However, it
is possible that the clog is not
at the bottom of the stopper but
in the pipe itself, in which case
use a rubber plunger or socalled plumber's friend.
(Leaky faucets, noisy pipes,
balky toilet Units and bathroom
condensation are among the
subjects discussed in Andy
Lang's booklet, "Make Simple
Plumbing Repairs," which can
be obtained by sending 50 cents
AND a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column, but individual correspondence cannot be undertaken.)

Prices Good Thru November 22

SIA-111,11

California
Straight Jeans

SELF PRIMING
JET PUMPS

Ladies
Super Straights
Reg $29.00

_
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Here s an economical answer to your
household water needs It's the deal
water pump for shallow wolfs up to
twenty hve feet in depth The perfect
answer for your summer totted, or
secondary water system This new
STA RITE with its sell priming feature
is convenient dependable and priced
fityourbudoet Sad mod Servicod by:

Fri

-

sl 899
1_ 21113iiM

urray Supply Co.
753-31

Hutch
Rebel
Inserts
At Wholesale
Prices
36 in. &
40 in. Sizes
at

Energy
Conservation
Interest Up
By BARBARA MAYEIC
AP Newsfeatures
Home energy conservation
isn't making headlines any
more.
But, according to one energy
researcher, that is a good sign.
"When a subject makes news,
it isn't being done; when it
stops making news, it is being
done," said Herbert Mertz.
Mertz is a former researcher
at Princeton University's Center for Energy and Environmental Studies and is president
of Princeton Energy Partners,
a home energy consulting firm.
He says the level of public interest, awareness and acceptance of conservation, has taken
a definite upward turn since
the subject first got widespread
attention several years ago.
"People are doing conservation now; builders are
more aware of energy problems and new housing tends to
be less leaky than it used to
be." Also on the upswing are a
maze of new products, some of
which are less than useful, he
added.
The time gap between energy
analysis or installation of some
new device and the reality of
the savings makes it easy for
misinformation and unrealistic
expectations to develop. Consequently Mertz suggested consumers look at product claims
very carefully and ask for specifics on product tests before
spending their money.
A useful question that is rarely asked is: how will this product fit into my life.
"Wood stoves are a good example. They are great for some
people, but others who bought
them soon discovered that
chopping wood and cleaning the
stove were simply too much
trouble and they stopped using
them," he said.
The new attitude ( which research centers such as Princeton's energy center helped to
shape) is that the first chore is
to examine all the energy srterns in the home to determine
w he ther there are inefficiencies. Mertz enumerated
these systems as the furnace or
heating system, the hot-water
system and the air movement
or circulation system.
Sometimes, small flaws in
one of these systems such as a
missing batt of insulation or a
slender crack where wood
moulding was carefully installed or a had faucet washer
can produce a large loss in system efficiency.
Gathering accurate information about system performance
— o'nce a very difficult task —
can identify these small problems as well as larger ones.
It's easier now because a new
array of measurement tools has
been pressed into service, said
Mertz.
His firm, for example, uses
an infra-red scanning device to
identify differences in temperature in the walls of the house.
The scanner was originally developed as a military tool to accurately indicate ground targets and shows warmer areas
in green and registers cooler
areas as black. Using it with
other tools such as a blower
door makes it possible to tell
how tight a house is and to pinpoint the places where energy
leaks are occurring.
The blower door, a fanlike
contraption that can force air
in or out of the house while
measuring the time and force
required to produce the effect,
was invented by a Princeton researcher as a measurement
tool.
From industry have come
such tools as smoke guns and
smoke pencils. Observation of
the path of the smoke when the
pencil is operated next to a
window, outlet receptacle or
wall quickly reveals problem
areas.
Electronic combustion analyzers ( used for years in industry) measure furnace efficiency and indicate whether a
furnace needs tuning up, says
Mertz. Digital thermometers
provide quick and accurate
temperature readings.
These measuring tools ( and
others) make it possible to
document energy deficiencies
as well as to rule out unnecessary work, he said. As more individuals are trained in energy
technology, he predicted, such
techniques will become standard practice.
FUN AND GAMES
NEW YORK (AP) — Americans are playing more games
at home than ever before.
More than 5 million video
game systems have been installed in American homes, according to Jim levy, president
of Activision, a designer and
seller of video-game cartridges.*
This electronic pastime is so
popular, he adds, that demand
for new systems is growing by
50 percent a year in the United
States and at an even greater
pace in foreign countries, while
demand for game cartridges is
doubling each year
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Fired Official Speaks Against Reagan

_
MURRAY HIGH'S FIRST ORCHESTRA — A four-foot photograph of Murray
High School's first orchestra was donated to the school by Van Valentine (left),a
member of the orchestra. W. A. Franklin accepted the photo on the school's
behalf and said it will be displayed in the school's common area.

MHS Receives Orchestra Photo
A member of Murray
High School's first orchestra donated a fourfoot, photograph of the
group to the school.
Van D. Valentine
presented the photo of the
12-member band in 1924
to principal W.A.
Franklin. He said it will
be placed on permanent
display in the school's
commonsarea.
.
Valentine said the
what
photo wasMurra
taken
Middle
is now the
School auditorium stage.
The first orcHestra had
two trumpets, one saxaphone, one clarinet. one
tuba, one piano, one percussion and five violins,
Valentine said. '
Orchestra members
were Hugh L. itouston,
Eugene Boyd, Laurette
Sedgewick, H. t, Neely,
Fulton Farmer, Juliet
Gatlin (Wallis), Morris
Sedgwick, Robert
Williams, Ottis Valentine, Yewell Harrison,
Margaret Scroader
(Berry)and Valentine.
Director of the orchestra was Mrs. James

R. Hutchinson, wife of the
school's superintendent.
Several individuals in
the orchestra also were
members of the Murray
Town Band, which existed in the 1920's. They
also helped form the first
Murray State Normal
School band in 1925.

PBS Awarded Grant
WASHINGTON(AP) —
The General Electric Co.
is supporting development work by the Public
Broadcasting Co. on a
proposed .pay television
service with a $250,000
donation.
• PBS officials, who announced the grant Sunday, said it will support
planned studies on the
number of potential
subscribers such a service might attract,
methods of transmission,
and procedures for arranging a partnership of
PBS and the nation's
cultural and educational

Nancy's Views Change
NEW YORK (AP) —
First lady Nancy Reagan
says she has developed a
thicker skin about unfavorable news coverage
since President Reagan
was shot last March.
When the Reagans
were ,new to Washington,
"I would be bothered and
hurt by things that were
said that weren't true,"
Mrs. Reagan said in an
interview today on ABC's
"Good Morning
America."
"But then, after March
30, your priorities
change," she said.
"You're not as bothered.
I don't mean it doesn't
hurt a little bit. But
you're not as hurt,
because ... the things that
were terribly important
to you before aren't as
important and the main
thing is that I have Ron-

The Orchestra practiced each day at 8 a.m.
prior to the start of
classes.
"I'm proud that the
Murray High Band had
continued the excellent
tradition that was begun
over five decades ago,"
Valentine said.

nie, and I'll go ahead and
do the things that I feel
are important."
She said publicityabotit
how she spends money
"started before I even got
to Washington.''
"I've read a little bit
about other first ladies,"
she added, "and they ail
seem to have had their
problems with this."
Mrs. Reagan said she
enjoys most of the duties
that fall to her as wife of
the president, but doesn't
get enough time with her
husband._ "He comes home and
we try to watch the
news," she said. "We
have dinner — this is on a
night at home — and then
he has reports that he
reads until 11:30 or 12,
and I do work, and that's
not much time, really,
together to sit down and
talk."

institutions.
The proposed service,
dubbed the Public
Subscriber Network, is
expected to produce
cultural programs that
would be offered to paying subscribers via cable
TV channels, microwave
TV systems or new
full-power or low-power
TV stations. The programs would be shown
.later without charge on
the regular public television network.
The chief architect of
the proposal, PBS President Lawrence K.
Grossman, has suggested
it could produce the extra
revenue needed to offset
federal budget cuts.
The grant by General
Electric raises to $600,000
the total received by PBS
so far through large corporate grants.

WASHINGTON(API —
Arthur L!
""U.
fired as chairman of the
US. Commission on Civil
Bights. says President
Reagan has shown in
word and deed that he
wants to weaken laws
_governing treatment of
America's minorities.
"AU of us, including
minorities and women,
have something to fear if
people succeed in either
eliminating or weakening
methods we need to use In
order to take the Constitution of the United
States and make it.ii living document," Fie:Tuning told reporters.
The 76-year-old Flemming, appointed to the
commission by Gerald R.
Ford in 1974, said he was
told in a call from a White
House underlinl Monday
that he was being replaced but was given no
reason.
Flemming, who was
secretary of health,
education and welfare. in
the Eisenhower administration, will be
replaced by Clarence M.
Pendleton, a black
Republican, friend of
White House counselor
Edwin Meese III and
president of the Urban
League of Sal)iego. The
nomination is subject to
Senate confirmation.
The White House also
said commission member
Stephen Horn was being
replaced by Mary Louise
Smith, former
Republican national
chairwoman.
Flemming got the word
of his firing minutes
before be released a

comnussoin tepok that
said the Reagan administration has -tended
to support- a backlash
against methods useti to
achieve desegregation —
boxing — with its decision
on school cases in

Study Finds
No Reliable
Information
WASHINGTON(AP) —
Two University of
Massachusetts professors say that a twoy ea r ,• $287,000
government-funded study
they conducted on the
relationship between the
rise in crime rates and
the increase in gun
ownership found no
reliable information on
the subject.
James D. Wright and
Peter E. Rossi said they
found there is "a
near-total absence of
sound and nationally
generatitable data from
which reliable information about weapons,
crime and violence might
be established."

Houston, Soattle and
Ch$C0/0
''We
eiltVe the
Reagan administration
actions are in conflict
with the Constitution of
the United States." Flemming said.
A spokesman for the
civil rights office,
Charles Rivers, said he
doubts there was a- connection between release
of the report and
Flemming's firing.
'Deputy White House
press secretary Larry
Speak.* said Flemming
was dismissed because
Reagan "wanted an opportunity to have his own
appointee in the post."
•Xlemming had served
for a number of years
with honor," Speakes
said. "Hess distinguished public servant, but the
president felt that he
would like to appoint Mr.
Pendleton...who has an
outstanding record in the
field of civil rights."
Pendleton, Si, said that
he was "elated- about his
nomination to the civil
rights post.
Black leaders recently
have questioned
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Pendlettin's work in the
Urban league of San
IiciitkiIfl Wan for
favoring economic
development over human
service programs
As head of the saxmember commission.
FlesiMung has been a
civil rights scold to three
presidents: He said that
although the commission
is Independent. "there is
no question about the
nght of the president to
change the membership
of the commission."
Flemming is the second

chairman is the .'year
Watery of the commission
to be removed. In Ifel.
the Rev. Theodore M
Heateargh, president of
the University of Notre
Dame sad a critic of
Richard M. Nison's busing policy., resigned at
White House request
*Flemming. a
Republican, is a former
president of the Universit y of Oregon and
McAlester College in
Minnesota, who has served in a down top governmalt jobs_
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You Can Get A Whole Living Room Full Of
Solid Wood Furniture For One low-Low Price
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

WOOLENS
EVERY YARD IN OUR STORE ON SALE

FINE WOOLENS
REG. PRICES
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WOOL KINGS
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Andretti Denied
Appeal By USAC
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
— Dick King, U.S. Auto
Club president, has
denied Mario Andretti's
appeal of Bobby Unser
being named winner of
the 1981 Indianapolis 500mile race, USAC announced Monday.
Unser initially was
declared winner of the
race, but the next day he
was penalized one lap for
passing cars during a
yellow caution light and
runner-up Andretti was
named winner.

hearing, but Andretti
himself also was notified
in advance. He said he
received a telephone call
from Andretti and he informed the driver of the
hearing date and who
would be on the appeal
court.
King said that in addition, USAC attorney
Henry Ryder contacted
Andretti June 2 and it was
agreed Andretti would
testify June 5:
According to the entry
contract, only the entrant
is entitled to formal
notice of an appeal or
hearing, and King produced a copy of a
telegram sent Patrick
Racing on June 4.

But USAC took the victogy away from Andretti
after an appeal by Unser.
Andretti's appeal, filed
Oct.10 by Indianapolis attorney Forest Bowman,
contended Andretti
Regarding USAC's
wasn't given sufficient jurisdiction, King quoted
notice to attend and the Indianapolis Motor
prepare for Unser's ap- Speedway entry blank
peal hearings last which states: "The insummer.
vitee specifically
Andretti also disputed understands that its exUSAC's jurisdiction to clusive right to contest
conduct such a hearing in the rules or regulations of
an event sanctioned by USAC and-or the Inthe Federation Interna- dianapolis Motor Speedtional due Automobile.
way Corp. is within the
King's reply said that .protest and appeal pronot only was Andretti's cedure of USAC and any
Patrick Racing team decision reached within
given formal notice of the this procedure is final."
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TIGHT PACK — Calloway County High runners were present
during the recent state cross country run at Lexington's Kentucky Horse Farm. Recently, three Calloway Countians

qualified for the regional cross country competition in the
Junior Olympics.
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Sugar Bowl Prediction: Georgia, Not'I3ama
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NEW YORK I AP) —
The Sugar Bowl has
chosen Georgia over
Alabama to be the host
team against No.1ranked Pitt on New
Year's Night, The
Associated Press learned
Monday night.
Even though Georgia
was ranked fourth in The

50DURING
SAVES

LITTON REBATE DAYS.

Associated Press poll last
Georgia, which won the
week and Alabama was national championship a
sixth, the decision seems year ago by defeating
certain to raise protests Notre Dame 17-10 in the
in Alabama,-as it would Sugar Bowl, clinched at
have -in Georgia had the. least a tie for the SEC tiSugar Bowl gone the tle last Saturday by
reverse route.
defeating Auburn 24-13.
-They've got short The Bulldogs have a 9-1
memories," said one overall record and conmember of the Alabama clude the regular season
family, referring toti the against Georgia Tech, a
1973 national champion- nonleague foe,on Dec.5.
ship Alabama-Notre
Alabama is 8-1-1 and 5-0
Dame shootout which in the conference with
Coach Bear Bryant ar- one game remaining
ranged. Bryant also was against SEC rival Auburn
instrumental in helping in Birmingham on
the Sugar Bowl secure Nov.28. However, the
the Southeastern Sugar Bowl's contract
Conference champion as with the SEC gives the
its host team.
bowl committee the right
Alabama had hoped to pick the conference
that Saturday's 31-16 vic- representative in the
- tory over fifth-ranked event of a tie.
Penn State would inMickey Holmes, exfluence the Sugar Bowl ecutive director of the
Committee.
Sugar Bowl, would

neither confirm nor deny
The AP report. But he
confirmed that a decision
had been made and said
an announcement would
be made Saturday, the
day bowl bi4,s can be officially tendered.
"We have decided on
our proceaured for Saturd a y and will go
accoidingly," Holmes
said. "The whole thing
just fell together this
morning."
Holmes indicated the
Sugar Bowl would have
preferred to wait until the
Alabama-Auburn game
and then take the highestranked team between
Georgia and Alabama if
they wound up as SEC cochampions. He said the
decision was made "to
protect the best interests" of the SEC.
By that, he meant giv-

ing Alabama a shot at a
lucrative New Year's
Day Bowl. The Cotton
Bowlsaid it was considering Alabama and
Southern California as
the visiting team against
the Southwest Conference
champion.

Washington last Saturday, but the Trojans still
,have an outside chance
for the Rose Bowl.
The Sugar Bowl's selection of Georgia will come
as no surprise to Pitt, but
it was known that Pitt
Giach Jackie Sherrill,
who played for Bryant at
Southern Cal was the Alabama in the 1960s, hed
front-runner for the Rose hoped to face his old
Bowl until it lost to coach in a bowl game.

Seahawks Prove Point
By Ending 8-Game Skid
SEATTLE (AP) — The
Seattle Seahawks proved
something to the rest of
the National Football
League — as well as
themselves.
They proved they could
beat Dan Fouts and the
San Diego Chargers.
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Ten runners from
Calloway County High
School competed in the
state Junior Olympic
Cross Country meet in
Louisville Sunday and
three qualified for the
Region VI meet in
Chicago next Sunday.
Terry Starks, a seventh
grader competing in the
11-12 year-old age
bracket, set a new state
record for the 3,000 meter
run with his 11:04 time.
Anoitther seventh
grader, Jeff Smith, also
qualified in the 11-12
year-olds when he took
10th place with a 13:51
run.
•
Barry Knight, a
freshman competing in
the high school 15-18
catagory, took eighth
place with his personal
and school best time of
17:20 over the 5,000 peter
course.
Last year CCHS,coached by Jim Nix, had 15 runners qualifying for the
regional competition, but
this year the field of
qualifiers was cut to only
10 per age bracket.
Seven states compete
in the Regio VI meet including Kentucky, Indiana Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia
and Michigan.

Tide, USC May Meet in Cotton Bowl
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Three Local Runners Qualify
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MARATHON OIL ROSTER
lin, Andrews-Kentucky
Dwayne Cosey-Kentucky
Louie Dampier-Kentucky

Bill Gaines-Ttansylvania
Bob Guyette-Kentucky
Jerry Hole-Kentucky

James Lee-Kentucky
Jim Lemoster-Kentucky
Henry Roy-McNees* State

"We're glad to get that
off our backs," Seattle
Coach Jack Patera said
Monday night after his
Seahawks walloped their
American Football
Conference West rivals
44-23.
"I know Seattle has had
its problems this
season," Chargers'
Coach Don Coryell said.
"I want to congratulate
them for coming back."
Seattle went into the
nationally televised game
with an 0-8 record against
San Diego. The Chargers
beat the Seahawks 24-10
in California earlier this
season.
But after a 1-6 start, the
Seahawks have put it
together. They've now
won three out of four, including back-to-back
triumphs over Pittsburgh
and San Diego in the
Kingdome.
Conversely, the
Chargers, figured to be
Super Bowl contenders,
have won only three of
their last eight games
after an 0-3 start. In their
last two games, they've
allowed a total of 84
points.

Appropriately, the
Seahawks used a slick bit
of gimmickry that they
call the "Monday Night
Special" in subduing the
Chargers.
The Seahawks scored
on an 18-yard shovel pass
play from quarterback
Jim Zorn to Sherman
Smith to highlight a 24point second quarter
after Seattle lined up for
what appeared to be a 36..
yard field goal attempt
by-Men Herrera.
"The shovel pass was
an option," Rater-a-said.
"I don't remember using
it before. But we fool
around so much with that
stuff it's hard to
remember what we've
tried."
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Yugoslavians Get'Duked:
But Witdcat CcigersDon't Care
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•

•
•
•
•
•

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Just when it
seemed the University of
Kentucky might, for the
first time in history, be
the underdog in an
exhibition basketball
game, along came James
Madison University.
Yugoslavia, which
grabbed the basketball
gold medal at the Moscow
Olympics, and dumped
the Soviet team in the
process, is scheduled to
play the Wildcats Monday night in Rupp Arena.
Those who caught
Yugoslavia's act in the
World Invitational
Tournament here a few

years ago probably
remember a group of
very tall players with
very long names
They may also recall
that the Yugoslays were
very gifted, with one
player that starred at
Brigham Young and
another that spurned the
Boston Celtics.
The United States team
carried the day, however,
thinks to a collection of
talent that may never
again be equalled at the
amateur level.
The names included
Darrell Griffith, Larry
Bird, Sidney Moncrief,
Mike O'Koren, David
Greenwood, Joe Barry
Carroll — plus five

members of Kentucky's combined 36-50 record on
NCAA championship the gridiron.
team.
The Colonels ripped
The Belgrade Red Star Southwestern of MemTeam figured to be even phis to the tube at 5:-17,
better this winter with the giving Centre a 4-5 finish
added experience, but and making it one of six
James Madison may Kentucky teams with a
have ruined the gate hype losing record.
for Monday night's game.
Lasses left Georgetown
The Yugoslays found the 1-9, Morehead State 1-8,
Dukes hazardous and lost Kentucky 24, Kentucky
88-71.
State 2-6 and Louisville
The Wildcats probably
don't care. They'll just be
Western Kentucky also
glad to quit playing each lost, 31-17 to Middle Tenother.
nessee, but kept above
water at 6-4.
The state's winningest
A dismal weekend for teams are Eastern KenKentucky's college foot- .nieky and Murray State,
ball teams — Centre was which are 9-1 and 7-3,
the only winner — left the respectively. Both were
commonwealth with a idle this weekend.
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Calloway Cagers Crank It Up
Calloway County High
School's Athletic Booster
Club is planning a basketball tipoff when they
sponsor a "Meet the
Lakers" chili supper
Thursday night.
Also on the night's
agenda will be 11 intersquad scrimmages beginning with the East 5th
graders at 6:05 and ending with the CCHS varsity and JV boys teams at
8:15.
Teams playing in between will be the East 6th
graders (6:15), North 5th
graders (6:25), North 6th
graders ( 6 : 3 5 ),
Southwest 5th graders
(6:45), Southirest 6th
graders (6.:55), Middle
School girls (7:05), Mid-

check on the Big Sandy
players, but a cold
shooting hand produced
only a 23 percent accuracy level from the
floor for the losers.
Tim Weatherford led
the Laker scorers with
eight and teammate
Mickey Garrison was the
A fourth quarter rally leading rebounder with
by Big Sandy (Tenn.) four. The Lakers were
spelled disaster for the out-rebounded,24-13.
Calloway County Middle
School boys basketball
Calloway County Midteam as they were dle School's Lady Lakers
outscored 13-2 and fell 33- scored their first 10 points
22 in the finals of the Cot- on steals and then relied
tage Grove (Tenn.) on teamwork defense to
Preseason Tourney.
hold off a stronger, more
The championship physical Big Sandy
round, completed Mon- (Tenn.) squad, 43-13, to
day night, saw a stingy claim the championship
Laker defense keep a of Cottage Grove
Preaseason Tournament
Monday night.
Rhonda Lee connected
on six of six from the free
throw line, had Six steals
to her credit and ended up
with an even dozen points
for high-scorer honors.
Teaunati Anita Hill collected seven points, but
was the defensive _standout for the Lady Lakers
Children Division
with four rebounds and
Floor — 1st place - three steals from her
Cheryl Billington, 2nd
place - Christy Watson,
3rd place - Lisa Barnett.
Beam — 1st place Cheryl Billington, 2nd
place - Lisa Barnett, 3rd
place - Christy Watson.
Bars — 2nd place Cheryl Billington, 3rd
place - Christy Watson.
Vault - 1st place Cheryl Billington.
All Around — 1st place Cheryl Billington, 2nd
Place- Christy Watson.

Local Gymnasts
Garnish Ribbons
In Bowling Green
Lyndia Cochran Gymnastics students traveled
to Bowling Green Saturday for a dual meet with
the South Kentucky Gymnastics team.
Teams III and IV,
coached by Laurie Martin and Martha Pitman,
attended the meet. Murrayans winning first, second or third in their
respective events were:
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Let The Turkey
Rest

This Thanksgiving
For Your Thanksgiving
Dinner Serve Gibson's
Country Ham or
Rib Eye Steaks
Our Ham Comes In Whole-Halves or Slices

• Wholesale & Retaii Meat-

GIBSON HAM CO.
":-.11iisal 733- Is•I

1.71. antft.
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—

Off Evening Meal- I
Tees. thre Then.1
Except Italidays

Class IV
Pee Wee Division
Floor — 3rd Place —
Kaci Bolls

JOHANNESBURG,
South.Africa (AP) — Topseeded American Pam
Casale and her third'seeded Compatriot,
'Kathy Horvath, won their
opening matches in- the
Anglo-American Life
Women's Indoor -Tennis
Tournament.
Casale beat eighth-seed
.Sue Rollinson of South
Africa 6-2, 6-3 and
Horvath downed seventhseeded South African
Rene Uri 2-6,6-4,7-5.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Paris Wicks of
Youngstown State, who
rushed for 227 yards and
three touchdowns in the
Penguins' 38-7 victory
over Morehead State, is
the Ohio Valley Conference Offensive Player
of the Week.
Wicks, a junior from
Akron, Ohio, compiled
the totals Saturday in just
over two quarters of play.
The OVC league office
also announced Monday
the selection of Alonzo
Martin, a defensive

New Suier Citizeis
Biscuits
OPEN THANKSGIVING
r-- --couPOW —
I

By The Associdad Press Southeastern Conference
ha and Clemson re- championship. moved up
mained 1-2 in The from fourth to third with
Associated Press college 1,169 points, replacing
football poll today for the Southern Cal
third week in a row, vrhile
Alabama, a 31-16 winGeorgia and Alabama ner over Penn State as
moved into the third and Bear Bryant posted a
fourth spots and Southern record -tying 3 1 4th
htississippi completed a coaching triumph,
meteoric climb into the jumped from sixth to
Top Ten.
fourth with 1,1X points
Southern California
Nebraska climbed
skidded from third place from seventh to fifth with
to 10th by losing to 972 points after clinching
Washington 13-3, while the Big Eight title with a
Penn State arid Arizona 31-7 victory over Iowa
State, fifth and ninth a State. Southern
week ago, fell out of the Methodist's 30-6 triumph
Top Ten.
over Texas Tech pushed
Pitt, a 43-0 winner over the Mustangs from eighth
Army, received 63 of 68 place to sixth with 924
first-place votes and 1,354 points.
of a possible 1,360 points
Michigan vaulted from
from a nationwide panel 11th to seventh with 875
of sports writers and points thanks to a 28-10
sportscasters.
victory overt -Purdue.
Clemson, which Texas climbed from 10th
defeated Maryland 21-7 to eighth with 873 points
and captured the Atlantic by defeating Texas ChrisCoast Conference crown, tian 31-15.
Southern Mississippi,
received the other five
first-place ballots and an impressive 58-14 winner over Florida State,
1,290 points.
shot from 14th to ninth
Last week, Pitt led with 810 points. Southern
Clemson in first-place Cal rounded out the Top
votes 53-7, with eight Ten with 678 points.
ballots goinkfor Southern
Thc Second Ten conCal. and 1,343-1,272 in sists of Miami, Fla.,
points.
North Carolina, Penn
Georgia, which beat State, Washington State,
Auburn 24-13 and clinch- UCLA, Arkansas,
ed at least a share of the Washington, Brigham

Penguins' Wicks Earns
OVC Offensive Honor

Colonial House morgas erg
Friday NightCatfish Special

Class UI
Floor — 3rd place place
- Lee Holcomb
Beam — 2nd place - Lee
Holcomb,3rd place - Con12 and over blvision.
nie Manning.
Floor
— 3rd place Bars — 3rd place — Lee
Melissa Gray,
Holcomb
Vault — 3rd place
Vault — 3rd place —
Stacy Barber.
Lee Holcomb
All Around — 2nd place
Lee Holcomb

TENNIS
TEL AVIV,Israel(AP)
— Jimmy Connors overpowered local star
Shlomo Glickstein 6-3, 6-3,
and Ilie Nastase of
Romania downed Eliot
Teltscher 6-2, 63 in the
first round of the $105,000
Israel Golden Racket Invitational Tennis
Tournament.
Connors and Nastase
meet Tuesday for the
$60,000 first prize.

point guard position.
Leeanne Lockhart, who
didn't start, came down
with nine total rebounds
and four points. The Lady
Lakers hit only 34 percent
from the floor, but coach
Pete O'Rourke was
satisfied with the 50 percent his team hit from the
chaiity stripe.

dle School boys (7:25),
9th grade boys (7:45),
and CCHS varsity girls
(7:55).
The chili supper begins
at 5 p.m. and will continue until 7:30. The meal
costs $2 per person and
games admission is $1.
\--

Pitt, Clemson Remain 1-2

I.Accost kW
$00.111.

-Only Federal Inspected Meat Morket In Murroy."

tackle from Austin Peay,
as Defensive Player of
the Week. Although
Austin Peay lost to Tennessee Tech 29-24, Martin
had eight tackles, three
assists and four tacklesfor-loss.. He also caused
one fumble, broke up a
pass and blocked a point
after touchdown. He is a
Chattanooga sophomore.

OVC Rookie of the
Week, is Mark Powers of
Tennessee Tech, who
came off the bench in the
fourth quarter of the
game against Austin
Peay. He completed four
of four passes for 86'yards
as Tech rallied to win the
contest. Powers is a
freshman from Cocoa,
Fla.

Young, Iowa and Arizona
State
Last week, it was
Michigan, Miami. North
Carolina. Southern
Mississippi.Oklahoma.
Arkansas. Washington
State, UCLA. Hawaii and
Florida State.
Oklahoma dropped out
after a 18-14 loss to
Missouri. previously
unbeaten Hawau disappeared in the wake of a
13-3 loss to BYU that
restored the Cougars to
the rankings after a
three-week absence and
Florida State's loam to
Southern Misaisaippi cost
the Seminoles a spot in
the Top Twenty.
Meanwhile,
Washington's triumph

USC put the Huskies
bark after a one-week
Lapse and Iowa, which
had been out for two
weeks, got beck in by
defeating W Loconain 17-7
12•
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our price is
right!

• ' you want • • • • oovereatt
RigN rf you mint prolasalonal service
Right *1 you went last, fair dent settlement
and beat ot se, It's no pante,
Call us tor •quote on•Greet American auto or
homeowners(Miley

7534355
901 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky.
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Let's Talk
Turkey
THE DOWNTOWN
MERCHANT ASSOCIATION IS CELEBRATING
THANKSGIVING WITH
GREAT SAVINGS FOR YOU!
So Come Downtown on
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 20th at list
and Register for a
FREE TURKEY
To Be Given Away In Each Participating Store
Drawings Will Be Held 4:00 p.m.Sat.
Winners Will be Notified
Home Federal
Settle Workman
Brights
Littlet
on:
Specialty Shop
Boones
Lerman:
Bank of Murray
Twin Lakes
Murray Supply
Beak Hardware
Thurrnans Furniture
Mademo
iselle
Wallis Drugs
Corn Austin
Murray Appliance
Word Elkins
Crass Furniture
National Store Murray Ledger and Times
Family Shoe Store
Federal Savings and Loon Peoples Bank
Winchester
Pagliaii Pizza
Graham Jackson
WNBS
Purdoms Inc.
Holland Drugs
WSJP
. Porkers
OPEN TR 8.30 P.M. Fri.

la

AI

TIMES.Tur..410. Ni4Orriiber 1'. 1981

The Carnage House 114 North Third

OPEN SUNDAY hi 5P.M.
Holiday Savings
On Great Gifts
For Your Home
... From Ethan Allen

Welcome to Ethan
Allen Collectors
Classics — sParkling
gift ideas— exciting
and useful— all at
Special Holiday sale
prices Come —
brows::through our
Gallery — the place
for made-to-beremembered treasures
to be placed proudly
in your home or a
friend's

Clothes Feature 'Design Within Limits'

Handicapped Have Chance To Be Chic
PHILADELPHIA (API
-- The delicately patterned silk velvet pants
draping loosely from hip
to ankle are straight from
the sketchbook of a highfashion designer. They
also cover leg braces
perfectly.
The scripted custom
line label reads "Design
Within Limits," and
describes the work of
Delores Quinn, a Drexel
University professor who
has opened a studio that
designs clothes for the
handicapped.
"People with handicaps go to parties, they
get married. They need
fancy clothes," said Ms.
Quinn.
But functional clothes
for the handicapped, let
alone chic fashions, are
scarce on department
store racks,she said.
For Bernice Jordan, of
Philadelphia, wearing a
leg brace has meiint
searching for pants Wide
enough to accommodate
the bulky metal device.
"You can buy and you
Can buy, but it doesn't
matter, it won't fit right,"
Ms. Jordan said.
"Clothes should work
better, then they should
look terrific," said Ms.
Quinn. "All of us should

have choices that work
for us."
So the designer has
devised high-fashion patterns without the buttons

that confound the arthritic, the bulk that
discomforts the
wheelchair-bound and the
"clinical look" that she
said often confronts the
handicapped.
To accommodate leg
braces, she designed
loose fitting trousers with
invisible inseam zippers.
For the paralyzed, Ms.
Quinn replaced buttons
with Velcro strips,
magnets or stylish hooks.
really want you to
like it, and your husband,
and your kids, because
then the handicapped will
like it," Ms. Quinn told a
reporter. -They're not
going to like it if it is all
that different."
The designs are currently made to order for
individual clients. But
Bonnie Gelman, director
of the Philadelphia
Mayor's Office for the
Handccapped, said the
disabled would welcome
a chance to purchase
such items in stores.
"People are not aware
of what a market there is
now," said Ms. Gelman,
who is confined to a

handicapped — binding
popular straight, tight their legs or attempting
skirts riding up past her to dress with only one
arm — to prove their
knees.
"Those of us who were designs work.
Among their designs is
disabled were out of the
wedding gown for
a
said.
mainstream," she
"We weren't out there do- wheelchair brides. It is
ing and so if you had a long in the front to cover
housedress, it did. Now the legs but cut close in
we need the same kind of the back so it doesn't
flexibility in clothing that catch m the spokes.
Another design is a
I non-disabled) people
raincoat slit
tissue-thin
need."
Ms. Quinn works in a from the midback to the
design studio at Drexel hem so it's not bulky
that is funded by the when sitting in a
National Endowment for wheelchair.
Traditionally placed
the Arts and several foundations. The studio is side pants' pockets aren't
staffed by her design accessible to the
wheelchair bound, but
students.
'The four-year-old removable ones that snap
course, "Design Within onto the waistband are
Limits," is intended to better.
Pants with vertical zipforce novice designers to
cope with the lack of pers from waistband to
time, money and best mid-thigh give patients
with surgical appliances,
materials,she said.
Adding physical limita- such as catheters, easy
tions to the course access with no need to
description was an undress.
Pants that convert to
afterthought, but one that
has proved "a fan- shorts with horizontal ziptastically interesting pers at the thigh make fitproblem" for students, ting a prostheses easier
Ms. Quinn said. "They for an amputee.
Trousers with
were so interested in it,
they saw it as a real decorative expandable
slats at the knees and
problem."
Students simulate the below the back waistband
dressing problems of the are helpful to clients with
wheelchair and finds the

Papermaking Workshop Set
A papermaking
workshop and lecture
series focused on techniques in Europe and the
Far East ha, been
scheduled in the Department of Art in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center at
Murray State University
on Saturday, Nov. 21.
To run from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m., the special program, which is free and
open to the public, will
complement the exhibition, "Paper as Subject
and Object," which is
now on display in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
It includes artworks by

A Superb craftsmanship in this
rendition of an American
Steeple Clock Accurate
quartz movement solid Pine
case in rich dark finish.
15,/2 H. x 9" W x 5" D
reg $89 50 Sale $59.50

Save $30.00

some of the most prominent papermakers in the
United States.
Czashka Ross and
Winifred Lutz, two
outstanding artists and
papermakers, will conduct the workshop sessions and demonstrate
both European and Far
Eastern techniques of
papermaking. Each will
provide an historical and
technical perspective
related to her area of
specialization.
Ms. Ross is employed
by the Dieu Donne Press
and Paper Mill in New
York City. Her expertise
iir—
,11,47
6
>

74%.4r.Akt
B Useful and beautiful, our
coatrack and oval mirror
masterfully crafted in solid
Pine Brass-plated coat
hooks, white ceramic trrm
43" W. x 22" H reg $129.50

Sale $59.50 Save $70.00

.
F

is in the Western and
European methods of
hand papermaking. She
studied traditional papermaking methods at paper
mills in seven European
countries in 1977 and 1978.
Ms. Lutz, who, is. an
associate professor of
graduate and
undergraduate sculpture
at the Yale School of Art
in New Haven, Conn., is
an expert in Japanese
and Korean methods of
hand papermaking. She
is interested in making
translucent papers from
bast fibers such as ramie,
abaca, sisal, yucca and
flax.
The artists will conclude the program with a
discussion of the art-

works in the "Paper as
Subject and Object" exhibition.
A pot kick pre Thanksgiving dinner is
planned following the
workshop, according to
Melody Weiler, codirector of the Eagle
Gallery. It will begin at
6:30 p.m., with roast
turkey and beverages
provided. Anyone who
plans to attend should bring a covered dish to
share.
Persons wishing to obtain more information
about the workshop or the
pot luck dinner may call
Melody Weiler in the
Department of Art at
(502) 762-3784.

Bonds Accepted

aNCIFLIL

Keepsake diamond engagement rings and matching 14 Karat
gold wedding rings, in traditional
and contemporary styles: yellow,
white and two-tone gold. matched
sets and trios.
See our

ee ake
25 0/0

Off Mfgs. Suggested Retail Price

Furches Jewelry
Court Square Murray
,4111, Rings from 8200 to S'10,000

Trade Mark Reg.

aud yea,

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The state Property and Buildings Conunission has accepted a bid on
$40 million worth of
revenue bonds to finance
several projects, including work at the Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center.
A syndicate headed by
the Blyth, Eastman,
Paine, Webber Inc.
investment firm submitted the accepted bid Monday, offering a rate of
10.22 percent on the fouryear bond anticipation
notes. Such notes obligate

the state to sell the bonds
within four years.
State officials were
pleased with the timing of
the bond issue because
bond rates have started
to decline, said Dr.
James Ramsey, head of
the Office of Investment
and Debt Management.
Two weeks ago the
bond buyer index stood at
12.44 percent while last
Friday, the rate was 11.43
percent.
In addition, "we beat a
lot of people to ,the
market," Ramsey said.

••-r-4-)-(-Y:k
An Ethan Allen Classic—
this child's rocker in black or
white painted finish with
hand-stenciled design
29 H reg $94 5G

Then you must NOT be CHECKING with HOME FEDERAL!
Our CHECKING ACCOUNT is the Best in town because itoffers you —

Sale $79.50 Save $15.00

I. 51/4% interest paid monthly

0 Here's feet-up comfort in our
super handy foot stool with
underseat hideaway for
books. magazines. Solid
Pine with durable black vinyl
hinged top 22" W x 17" H.
re-6-S129 50 Sale $59.50

Save S70.00
E An Ethan Allen exclusive —
handsome wood frame with
mirror and antiqued Brass
trim 20" H reg 599 50
Sale $89.50 Save $10.00

2. No monthly service charge
3. No minimum balance requirement
It's that simple and that good!

F. The Willard
Nutmeg
Finish...
Westminster Chimes
Big Ben Hour Strike.
Reg. $899 50 Sole $599.50

WHY WAIT ANY LONGER?
Do It Now!Check with us today!
Six-Month

MONEY-MARKET CERTIFICATELli°,;i'mum

•fin kkvey...CominiTenu

0172E .

SAVINGS AN I)

ItAt.44-0100*-fe.INW:;;:74::f;

CARRIA
ETHAN ALLEN FURNITURE

North Thcryi Si - Mcoh,Ky.
Phortr• 442 2769 or 443-6257
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2ERCI. MOITIAL REGULATION
PROMOTE'S COMPOUNDING
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ASSOCIATION

1201 Main, Murray, Ky.
759-1630
Home Office 1601 Broadway
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 4424171

leg braces who find pants
ride up and leave their
ankles bare.
The aim is to accommodate the handicaps without sacrificing style,she said.
Ms. Quinn said her
ideas have gotten a warm
reception at the Veterans
Administration hospitals
and rehabilitation
centers she has visited
during her research.
was told 'Patients
lose their dignity because
we can't get pants on so
we split them down the
sides and pin them up
with safety pins,' " she
n VA is considering
The
said
issuing five of the specially designed pants, the
professor said. Sixty
pairs will be supplied "so
the men can try them
out," she said.
Ms. Quinn, who was
awarded a third NEA
matching grant to continue her work, says she
also plans a national competition bringing together
many designers' ideas on
clothes for the
handicapped.

Kentucky
News
In Brief
STANFORD, Ky.(AP)
— State officials visited
the site of a burned,
abandoned schoolhouse
Monday to plan the
removal of dirt soaked
with toxic chemicals.
Eight drums of
poisonous chemicals
burned Saturday when
fire destroyed the
building at the Uncoil
County town of McKinney. About 100 people
were evacuated from the
area due to, hazardous
fumes.
"They went in and
dumped dirt on it to
smother it and keep the
fumes down and let the
people go home," Gordon
Nichols, spokesman for
the state division of
Disaster and Emergency
Services, said Monday.
He said officials of the
state Division of Waste
Management and state
fire marshal's office were
at the scene Monday to
plan removal of the dirt.
A spokesman for the
Lincoln County sheriff's
office said due to rain, no
dirt was moved Monday,
and that officials would
probably wait until later
in the week.
Nichols said the dirt
would be excavated and
moved to a hazardous
waste dump, probably
out of state.
The chemicals, including DDT and
cyanide, were discovered
about a month ago by the
local Ruritan Club after
the club bought the
building. Officials had
been seeking permits to
move them to proper
disposal sites when the
fire destroyed the
building. Nichols said
arson was suspected.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Two Louisville
food stamp issuance offices will be closed by the
end of the year, the state
Department for Human
Resources announced
Monday.
William Huffman,commissioner of the Bureau
for Social Insurance, said
economic conditions and
the proposed change to issuing food stamps
through a private contractor led to the
closings.
The office at the
Neighborhood House,
25th and Duncan, was
closed Friday. The Office
at the Park-DuValle Service Center, 1809 S. 34th
St., will be closed Dec. 29.
Huffman said that
clients who receive food
stamps at the two
locations will be referred
to the post office nearest
their home to obtain their,
food stamps.

FRANKFORT, Ky
(AP) — Edmund Shelby
..hpen Davim ruiblit
h
Ask "
information officer for
the Public Protection anti
Regulation Cabinet
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OBITUARIES

Rites Are
Wednesday
Services for Mrs.
Elwood (Anne N.)
McReynolds, former
teacher in the Murray City Sc_hool System ,will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Fred Pfisterer
officiating, Ann Doran as
soloist, and Bea Farrell
as organist.
Pallbearers will be
Greg McReynolds, Dan
Foster, Erik McReynolds, John Pat
McReynolds, Joe Beale
Orr, and Steve Yarbrough. Burial will follow
in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call between 5 and 9 p.m. today
at the funeral home.
The deceased, 67, of
Henderson, died Sunday
at Community Hospital
there.

Irby Rites
Wednesday
Services for Mrs. L. C.
(Jewell Bennett) Irby,
Rt. 2 Murray, will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Morton and
Johnston Funeral Home,
Benton, Ill. Burial will
follow in the MasonicOddfellows Cemetery
there.
The deceased was pronounced dead on arrival
at 9:05 a.m. Saturday at
Community Hospital,
Mayfield, after being -injured in a two car accident on U.S. 45 near
Hickory. Her husband remains in critical condition at Community
Hospital, Mayfield.

Beach Rites
Scheduled
Wednesday
Services for Mrs. 011is
L. (Nettie) Beach, Rt. 2,
Murray, will be Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home
with the Rev. Julian Warren officiating. Burial
will follow in the Goshen
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m.
today.
The Callowy woman,
72 died today at 2:15 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was
a member of Goshen
United Methodist Church.
Born June 23, 1909, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late William Ray and
Mary Jane Graham Ray.
A. daughter, Wanda Jane
Beach, died in 1932.
Survivors include her
husband, 011is L. Beach,
to whom she was married
Feb. 23, 1926; two
daughters, Mrs. James
(Linda) White, 1503 Martin's Chapel Road, and
Mrs. Jimmy (Julia) Bell,
805 Sunny Lane ; a son,
Glen Beach, Mayfield; a
sister, Lottie Jones, Murray; two brothers, Harry
Ray, Murray, and Herman Ray, St. Louis, Mo.;
seven grandchildren;
five great-grandchildren.

Two Jailed

I

Ex-Murray Athlete Dies In Cape Girardeau
By L. J HORTIN
James F
Jim
Miller, one of Murray
State's great all-around
athletes, died Sunday,

Ethridge
Services
Scheduled
Services for Charles T.
Ethridge, Rt. 2, Golconda, 111., father of Mrs.
Jack (Carolyn) Feger,
Rt. 4, Murray, will be
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Aly Funeral
Home, Eddyville, Ill.,
with the Rev. John L. Cox
officiating.
Burial will follow in
Hazel Cemetery at Dixon
Springs, Ill. Friends may
call at the funeral home
after 5 p.m.today.
Ethridge, 66, died Monday at 10:15 a.m. in
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was a
retired heavy equipment
operator. Born Aug. 9,
1915, in Pope County, Ill.,
he was the son of the late
James Ethridge and
M,urlie Allen Ethridge.
Survivors include his
widow, Minnie Murphy
Ehthridge, to whom he
was married May 28,
1938; four daughters,
Carolyn Feger, Rt. 4,
Murray, Marilyn
Rayburn, Paducah,
Sharon Simpson, Rt. 2,
Golconda, and Teresa
Fairfield, Grantsburg,
Ill; two sons, Billy and
Galen Ethridge, Rt. 2,
Golconda.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Alma Glass,
Golconda, and Dorothy
Fisher, Godfrey, Ill.;
seven grandchildren.

James F. Miller
Nov. 7, at Cape
Girardeau, Mo., following a long illness. Born
Jan. 15, 1903, at Mar-

quand. Mo., he excelled
in football, basketball
and baseball at Murray
State where he received
the bachelor's degree in
August, 1931
Murray ans attending
funeral services Nov II,
at Cape Girardeau and
buns! near Charleston
were: Athletic Director
Johnny Reagan, Dick
Bidewell, T. Sledd and L.
J. Hortin. Jim's brother.
John Miller of Frankfort.
also received his degree
from Murray State and
later joined the coaching
staff here as freshman
coach and basketball
coach.
Anothcr brother,
Charles Miller of Orlando, Fla., also attended
Murtay State. Jim is survived by his wife, the
former Edna Boyd; his
son, James B. Miller,

Golberg To Lecture
John W. Golberg, M.D.,
will be the guest lecturer
at Murray State University at 7 p.m. Wednesday,
Nov. 18, in Mason Hall
(Nurse Building I.
His subject will be "Injuries in Youth Sports."
Youth sport coaches and
parents are invited to attend. Dr. Golberg will
make his presentation as
part of a physical education class entitled, "Child
Development and
Physical Activity."
Golberg, an orthopedic
surgeon, is a native of
Alberta, Canada, and
joined the Murray

Calloway County
Hospital MCCH) staff in
March, 1981. His practice
in orthopedic surgery includes bone and joint
reconstruction, the treatment of fractures, sports
injuries and hand
surgery.
A graduate of the
University of Alberta
School of Medicine,
Golberg completed a
four-year residency in orthopedics at the University of Ottawa before
establishing his practice
in Murray with fellow orthopedic . surgeon, Ray
Charette.

WARSAW, Poland
(AP) — The independent
labor federation Solidarity backed down on its
hard-line stances today,
saying it would not
"impose" its will on Communist authorities when
crucial talks with the
government open today.
-We are not preparing
ourselves for an all-out
bayonet charge on the
government, which
means we are not in the
grips of do-or-die
sentiments," said the
union's national
spokesman Marek
Brunne.
"We're not prepared to
impose our dictate on the
government, either," he
said.
The government is asking Solidarity to join a
"front of national
accord" and accept a
consultative role in dealing with the country's
acute social and
economic problems.

Solidarity, however,
had been demanding a
full partnership in a
"social-economic council," along with increased
access to TV and radio
time, an independent
judiciary and free local
elections. Today's
comments show the union
retreating from that
position.
Trybiina Ludu, the
Communist Party
newspaper, said there
was no acceptable alternative to the government's proposal.
"One must do all to prevent an open confrontation, and that is why it is
essential that Solidarity
should also be included in
the front of national accord," Vice Premier
Mieczyslaw Rakowski
said.
A hard-line member of
the party Politburo,
Stefan Olszowski,
asserted last week that a
government-Solidarity

Hospital Auxiliary
To Meet Wednesday
The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Auxiliary will have its monthly meeting at 10 a.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 18, in
the third floor education
unit of the hospital.
Auxiliary members are
involved in several projects including hospital
volunteer work, service
projects, community and
health education programs and fund raising,
according to Kathy
Hodge, hospital public
reations director.

The organization's new
officers have been installed. They are Marcia
Dillon, president; Evelyn
Wallis, president-elect;
Odelle Vance, vice president; Hazel Tarry,
secretary; and Barbara
Brandon,treasurer.
Persons interested in
health care of the community are urged to attend an auxiliary
meeting, scheduled for 10
a.m. the third Wednesday
of each month, tiodge
said.
Active membership
dues are $3 annually, sustaining memberships are
$10 annually and a
lifetime memberships
are $100 one-time fees,
Hodge said.
For more information
about the auxiliary, call
753-5131, ext. 179.

management partnership
"would be tantamount to
placing Poland on the
brink of civil war."
The strike situation
was improving as the
negotiators assembled.
Three stoppages were
reported, but none of
them was of major
importance, and negotiations started to end one of
them.
Some 30,000 students
demanding improvements in the educational system started a
sit-in at seven colleges
and universities, and the

When South Central
Bell's customers in the
Purchase Area begin
receiving new telephone
directories on Nov. 19. a
big difference in the front
of the phone book should
be noticeable.
"The new Purchase
Area telephone directory
includes our brand new
Customer Guide, which
replaces the old Call
Guide section," said Marvin Orgill, the phone company's local district
manager. "We think our
customers will like the
change."
Orgill said the new
customer guide contains
some of the same basic
information — emergency numbers and area

Stock Market
Industrial Average
+1.90
Air Products
38% +%
American Motors
2% unc
Ashland
American Telephone ..60% +%
Chrysler
3% uric
Ford
16% -%
OAF
13% unc
General Dynamics 24% +','11
General Motors
35% unc
General Tire
25 unc
Goodrich '
19% unc
Goodyear
17% unc
Gulf Oil
34% +%
Heublein
32% +%
I.B.M.
51 MC
Jenco
218 21114A
K-mart
16% +%
Penwalt
26% +vs
Quaker Oats
34% unc
Texaco
32% +1,4
U.S. Tobacco
46% unc
Wendy's
14% -%
C E F Fund
1540
r

No job is too big when you (--

take on theyight Partner.
Absolute design
precision, high power to
weight ratio, proven
reliability and
.in
11411111KC.111* pas I s

national Independent
Students' Association
called for all university
students to strike by Nov.
24. But Poland already
has an unemployable
surplus of college
graduates, and the strike
was of no economic
importance.

system are lust 9,0ITIC Of the
characteristics that make
Partner chain saws the
easiest. lastest and sates,
4114111141.

Stop in and see your ,
Partner dealer today. And
find yourself the right
•
Partner

Harrell's Farm & Home Supply
3-Hu
2m zy94KE.
Calloway County's Complete Supply Store 75786

ayfteld Ciè
for
iutstanding kerunuruty
U y
t;ervice. New Club
was a teacher. conch
SLIDHe
building, and for and principal a
hievernents as a life Theidstadt and Gideon
member of Optimists In- High Schools in Missourt
aortal for Mr Miller —
teroatioruil in which he
*as tonne r lieutenant one of Murray State's
firal Thoroughbreds —
gniernor
.took Once as a beautifid,
He wasa utember
the " centenary United sunny Armistice Day la
Methodist Church of Cape the 1 00 F Cernetkry at
Girardeau and the the edge of Charleston.
Masonic lodge For His Murray State alUM111
nuiny y ears he was active friends have said that
in the Chamber of Com- Jim Miller. along with
merce
Insuranee other Missourians, has
I'tiderwriters Associa- filled bright pages in the
history of their Alma
tion
Mater Murra, State
11111 attended grade and
hiih schools at Morley, Universit

codes. hot- c‘anipre
found in the out
i_tn,
pages. But the cuNtomi
guide, he said. ito
even more informatioi,
useful to consumers
The customer :•
also includes a section
called "Doing Ittisines
With Us,- a hich lists 'FYI-portant South -central
Bell phone niniihcrS
as those for resident 4 It'
business serviee ell!. I
and-repair serviee
Orgill said the se(tn
also describes hus4
order telephone ser‘ict
the types of telephony!,
and servic7.s
to read and where to pa
your phone bii;:"111111 IIOVi
to.connect and ills( iflnest
your plug-in teleptionenSouth Central Bell's pa‘ment and deposit policies
are also explained
-Another section of the
customer guidc (leaks
with directors aSSIStallee
charges and how to avoid
them,- he said.: You can
also-find tips-on -how and
when ,to make lung
distance- calls to- save
money, and even sample
rates for direct-dialed
and operator-assisted
long distance kall.s."
Orgill sail. the- new

Purchase Area
Ain. Code SO2

imis41011

l'inspase• o
lie

ter y

Nev00110.

`ciistonier guide was
slesigned with consumers
in mind
to ,tell them
.everiything they need or
wane to know about
establishing and maintaining basic phone service, and how to use the
ohmic more effiCiently. •
We hope the new
ustomer guide serves as

a useful consumer
resource, provides oat
customers with easier access to,. the telephone
company, speeds the
search for information,
improves the readability
of directory inforniation
and, in general, helps our
customers save time and
money," Orgill said.

THE STICKLER
Splits Logs In Seconds

Gas To Be
Plentiful
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky
motorists will find
gasoline plentiful during
the Thanksgiving holiday
weekend, the Blue Grass
Automobile Club said
Monday.
The organization said
in a news release that
nearly 70 percent of the
stations surveyed along
the state's major
highways will be open
Thanksgiving.
Sixty-seven percent
will be open past 6 p.m.
'on Saturday and 60
percent will be open Sunday,the release said.

dip . tot
baseball. James and J-ru,
were stars and leaders •
Jim at shortstop :cid ke
the
cond base. John
outfield
James Miller sc.: sIlj
years as
t
representative for _kettle
Insurance
Girardeau. He was president of the %It:sour. state
Athletic Association tO•
Iwo years and off it nil tor
high school athlete s for
2,14e11143. He pia!,Id pri.
fessionat baseball in the
Three-1 and tjoittil states
leagues.
A civic oadt-r and
business man Mr Miller

Guide Added To Phone Book

Labor Federation Backs Down

LEXINGTON, K y.
(AP) —Twoformer Stanford bankers were
sentenced to prison Monday for misapplying bank
A bazaar,scheduled for
funds.
early December in the
U.S. District Judge hospital, currently is beScott Reed imposed ing planned by the auxthree-year terms on iliary. Anyone wishing to
Gerald May, former work on items for the
president of Lincoln bazaar is asked to bring
County National Bank, necessary materials,
Hodge said.
and John Holtzclaw.

From the professtonal
woodsman who depends on
a strong and powerful saw
like the P-100. to thr
•
: hoiliroWnel 1,0101114.4.41, .1
reliable'all-aio.und saw like
tke S-50, Partner,has the
• - nigh.
woodcutting lob

four sisters,- _three
brothers, and two grandchildren
Jun Miller wasforward
and captain of the basketball team in the 1928-29
season, the year the varsity athletes were first
called "Thoroughbreds"
According to the Murray
earbook, his brother
John was center and high
scorer on the team that
ear, and Jim was high
scorer the following two
years.
In 1928-29, John was
captain and played right
end in football, while
brother Jim played left
end. Both were outitan-

Come In For A Free Demonstration
You'll Have To See It To Believe It!

Wallis Stained Glass.& Wood
Open llon.-Sat. 8-5
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At The Movies

The Pinier Solution

You own the screen
rights to a criticallyacclaimed, best-selling
novel by John Fowles

called TheFrench Lieutenant's Woman, but the
experimental nature of
the novel seems to resist
transfer to the screen.
What to do?
If you're United Artists, you call a cryptic
playwright, Harold
Pinter, to write the
screenplay for the cryptic
novel. Obfuscation, meet
ambiguity. Miraculously,
the mating that ensued
produced a beautiful
child, a "love child," in
the quaint words of the
Victorian era. Pinter
turned what I found to be
a rather tedious, hard-tofollow, too-cute novel into
a clear,shining film.
Here's what Pinter had
to work with: Fowles'
novel, The French Lieutenant's Woman,is partly a
conventional story of
romance and passion in
Victorian England. But it
is also a series of small
essays on "Victorianism" and novelistic

techniques. You see, dur-

ing the course of the
novel, Fowles interrupts
his story, a very obtrusive and aggressive
way, to comment on his
characters' attitudes and
behavior; and occasonally, Fowles calls attention
to his own manipulation
of the events in the novel
- going so far as to include two endings, one
happy and one sad.
To an old illusion/reality playwright like Pinter,
the solution to the problem of getting the multiple viewpoint of the novel
onto film was probably
child's play; to the rest of
us his solution looks like
genius.
What he did was construct a film within a
film. First, he allowed
Fowles' Victorian love
story to stand as it is(and
in this Pinter is quite
faithful to Fowles). Then,
to get Fowles' 20th century author's "voice" into the film, he created
two modern characters,
Anna and Mike, to play
actors making the film,

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Arabian
garment
4-a rule
8"Call Me

The French Lieutenant's
Woman.
Like the characters in
the Victorian movie, the
two modern characters
have a love affair. As I
was watching all this, I
was vaguely wondering if
Meryl Streep and Jeremy
Irons, the two real actors
playing the modern couple playing the Victorian
couple, were having an
affair. Ah, but if theY
were having an affair
while playing a modern
couple playing a Victorian couple having an
affair? See how much fun
this is?
Naturally, these two
love affairs, Victorian
and modern, are used to
counterpoint one another.
At one moment we're in
the Victorian world of
restraint, reticence and
buried passion; next
we're in the familiar
modern world - but now
we see it in a different
way because it vibrates
with the sensibilities of
the Victorian world we
just left behind.
There is a nicely ironic
touch in the couples' attitudes toward sexuality
within courtship. The Victorian love affair, after
great and lengthy stirrings of the mind and
flesh, finally breaks out.

2 Farm
Airwer te Meeday's Puzzle
building
3 Neer
MUM
MU MUM
4 Place for
MUMUUM UMUMUU
combat
UM MUUMUU OU
5 Scoff
11 Planet
UU UN= UOUU
8 Experts
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9 Good-bye, In
UUUM 0011211
16 Equals
Granada
UU UUMEI MUMOU
18 Coin
10 Males
UUU UUUU OVUM
VANDENBERG AIR
19 Southern
12 Above
MUM UMW UM
FORCE
BASE, Calif.
blackbird
14 Atlas abbr.
MC UUUOUU0 CO
21 Tidy
17 Evaluate
(AP) - The military's
UMUUEND
UUUMMU
22 Italian river 20 Doctrine
MUM] 012 MOU dream of an orbiting
23 Began
24 Fixed
space laboratory is at last
26 Weary
period of
,
29 Title
time
42 Fencer's
55 Freeticket . coming to life here amid
31 Buffalo's lake 25 Expire
weapon
56 Hypothetical scraggly clumps of desert
33 MO's neigh- 27 Goals
44 Hard-wood
force
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28 Merriment
tree
57 Type of coal brush in a $2 billion facili34 Trick 29 Ibsen heroine 46 Whips
59 Yes, In
ty that will be the space
treat
30 Asian sea
48 Permit
Madrid
shuttle's
West Coast
35 Legal
32 Pitcher
49 Fiber plant 62 Cyptinoid
home.
matters
36 Part of
51 Turkish
fish
38 Stitch
32 Down
regiment
64 Brother of
Parts of the complex
39 NH's neigh- 37 Spire
54 Bread spread
Odin
were built more than a
bor
decade ago in the arid,
40 Sun god
41 Partner
rolling hills along the
43 Comfort
Pacific
Ocean. But now it
45 Priest's

Demonstration Set
To Protest Murder

The modern love affair is
more casual and flippant.
Part of the pleasure of
BELFAST, Northern
the movie comesfrom the
evocation of Victorian Ireland (AP)-The Rev.
.England, a world of Ian Paisley rejected the
restricted behavior-but British government's
certainly not restricted plea for calm and called
in its energy: dresses for a mass antiwith enough decoration to government demonstramake a modern tion in response to the
seamstress cry, great 'slaying by the IRA of a
stone houses, beautifully- fellow Protestant
designed brass scientific member of Parliament.
"It will be Ulster's day
instruments, steam
engines that look, in their of action - we know who
iron filigree, like we have to deal with,"
said the militant Proteschildren's toys.
It looks like a better tant leader in calling for
world than our own - the demonstration next
though at one point we Monday to protest the
are shown the underbelly murder Saturday of the
of Victorian society, Rev. Robert Bradford.
Paisley told his conwhere children lie asleep
in the street while their gregation Sunday there
mothers, coarse and would be a "showdown"
white-faced prostitutes, with the British governMy their trade to satisfy ment and that Prime
the lusts of those conven- Minister Margaret Thattionalized, wool-suited cher would be "taught a
victorian gentlemen. It lesson."
"The people we have to
was a great period for the
deal with are the
well-to-do.
Adult movies that take representatives of a
serious ideas seriously treacherous government,
are getting rare in these from the Secretary of
decandent days.I suggest State (for Northern
you see The French Welarld James Prior) to
every member of that
Lieutenant's Woman.
It's rated R due to two government," Paisley
bedroom scenes and one said. "Those are the men
or two upper-level four- who are placed in Ulster
to destroy us. Those are
letter words.

~MOM

MAW MA MAMA
WIIMMEW
WM WOMAN WM is being remodeled and
expanded as a second
WNW AMOR AM
launch
for the shutWWMINIMA WWW tle, a sitepadfrom
the
WWII. WEIN AM reusable ship which
could be
WM WWW
WM sent off in different direcWM MUM
WA= tions than from Cape
Canaveral,Fla.
WNW AMMWMEM
To welcome the shuttle
WA WM= AAA home
from those flights,
WWIIM
the Air Force is adding
AMMO MINA= 7,000 feet to its 8,000-foot
WIIMEM WM WEE runway on this sprawling
space and missile-

NANCY, PLEASE DRY
THE DISHES,AND DON'T
DROP ANY ON THE FLOOR

YES,
SIR

SIR, LT. FUZZ WOULD
LIKE A FEW WORDS

I watt Net:XJ TO SEE ALL
THe LOVELY NEW
THINGS
I f3OUGHT

^
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NE SAYS
GO BUY A •
DICTIONARY

LONGVIEW, Wash.
(AP) - Christopher
Gambaro,6, wants to be a
minister when he grows
up,just like his uncle.
Since he's still a first
grader, Christopher is a
long way from his dream.
And he must overcome
his own special obstacles.
Christopher has
granulocyte chemotasis,

Car Sales
Reported Off
In November
DETROIT (AP) Domestic car sales were
off 13.9 percent in the first
third of November from a
year ago, despite continuing rebates and incentive
programs by U.S.
automakers.
The five major
domestic companies said
Friday that they sold
141,943 cars in the Nov. 110 period, compared with
464,781 last year, for a
seasonally adjusted annual sales rate of about 6
million cars.
That is up from a
depressed annual rate of
about 5 million cart. for
October, but the flatly
sell* rate of 17,743 cars
was the lowest for early
November since a 17,115car daily rate in 1974.
October was a
disastrous month for the
entire U.S. auto industry,

with sales plunging to
their lowest levels for the
month since 1958.

2. NOTICE

Ireland, called for a
province-wide, one-hour
strike during Bradford's
funeral on Tuesday.
Paisley, the leader of
Northern Ireland's
Democratic Unionist
Party, is a militant opponent of the agreement
last week by Mrs. Thatcher and Irish Prime
Minister Garret FitzGerald to set up an
Anglo-Irish council to improve relations between
the two countries.
He and other Protestants fear the council
is a step toward the
British surrender of Northern Ireland and its Protestant majority to the
ptedominantly Roman
Catholic Irish Republic.
McCusker in a radio
interview said the
Thatcher-FitzGerald
agreement was
"motivating" the IRA
terrorists fighting a guerrilla war to reunite
Ireland because "they
think they are winning."

gram canceled in 1969
before the site was ever
used. The 30-story-gantry
- a metal building
shaped like an upsidedown "L" - stood
deserted until the Air
Force decided in 1975 that
$100 million could be saved by remodeling rather
than starting over.
Now the site is crawling
with hard -hatted
workers, trucks,
machines and giant
cranes. Great gray concrete buildings are
spread in a dense cluster,
with tons of concrete
flowing regularly into red
metal forms as service
buildings, blast walls and
control centers take
shape.
The focus of the site is
an almost empty spot
where the shuttle will
someday stand on its tail
and, belching fire and
smoke, thunder into the
sky. Beneath the pad,
three huge tunnel-like
pits lined like bunkers
with reinforced concrete
will funnel the blast,
flames and steam into the
hillsides.

a defect in the cellular
wall of his white blood
cells which makes him
unable to fight bacteria.
Even a small cut can
mean serious trouble for
him - recently, a bump
on the head, too small to
be detected easily,
resulted in his being
hospitalized for two
weeks.
The disease is rare there are fewer than a
half dozen known cases in
the United States. So
while Christopher is battling for his life, he is
making medical history.
The experience cost
him his lower right leg
last year.
"I had a germ in my
leg," Christopher ex-plained. "I was scared
because I thought there
was a monster in my leg,
but it was only a bug. And
it didn't hurt when they
took it off because I was..
sound asleep.
Few children his age
knotlife as Christopher
does. Since he was 10
days old, he has made an
average of two trips a
month to Children's
Orthopedic Hospital and
University Hospital in
Seattle, where doctors
egamthe him for even the
slightest change in his
condition. •
"He's been poked, prodded, tied down and
dehumanized," says
Christopher's father,
Mario, an apprentice
pipefitter. "I think he has
a rieht to be angry."

6 HELP WANTED
Christian men and
women part time work.
Call 489-2881.
Need 3 people to'Diampoo
carpet. Opportunity for
S300.00 per weeL Apply in
person between 1 and
a.m. 701 Jefferson St.
• Paducah,
Ky. E.O.E.
350 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For Information send self addressed
stamped envelope to Kenny S. $I North St.
Stoneham,Ma.02100.

Oil thaw and
special - only $7.001
Whore?
ECONOMY TIRE
& SERVICE
203 Maio St.
Merrily, Ky.
w
75
r3.121?
Thanksgiving Specials at
Antique City Mall Hwy. 45
of Jackson Tenn. at 3way. 10 percent off of
everything our way of
saying "Happy
Thanksgiving" open
everyday but Monday
10:00-5:00.

$180 Per Week Part Time
at Home. Webster,
America's foremost dictionary company needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
ages, experience unnecessary. Call 1-716-8426000. Ext.5112.
Need woman to live in
with elderly couple. Call
753-6107 or 753-2282.

10. BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
ALOE VERA Forever
Living Products. Product
Description including
testimonials and
marketing plan. 7:30
p.m. Tues., Nov. 17
1981 Sirloin Stockade. Bring this ad.
14. WANT TO BUY

, Bible Call

Hàiding A
Grudge? 759-4444;
Children's Story
759-4445.
Its s not too soon o ge
your Christmas
portraits

Carter
41 00 maSintudi70518298

Six-Year-Old Needs
ToOvercome Disease

(1-l•7

TELL THE
GENERAL
ID LIKE
A FEW
WORDS

Canaveral send the
spacecraft into an
equatorial orbit.
Because the shuttle
dumps its booster rockets
shortly after liftoff, a
coastal launch site helps
ensure the boosters don't
- fall on people or property.
On the West Coast, Sloan
said, "the solid rocket
boosters will fall off about
160 miles south of us,"
where they will be
retrieved and towed to
the Navy base at Port
Hueneme and reused.
The Vandenberg complex will cost more than
$2 billion to build and,
when completed, it will
handle 10 shuttle missions a year - roughly a
third of the expected
launches, he said.
About 400 military and
government workers and
4,000 contractor
employees are working at
Space Launch Complex 6,
known on the base as
"Slick Six."
The facility was
originally built for the
military's Manned Orbital laboratory, a pro-

Kandy R. Higbee as of
17 Nov. 1981 will no longer
be responsible for any
debts other than my own.
Kandy R Higbee.

Harold McCusker,
another Protestant
member of the House of
Commons from Northern

Orbiting Lab Comes To Life
oriented base 165 miles
north of Los Angeles.
In 1985, if construction
and funding go as planned, the shuttle Discovery,
now in early stages of
construction, will be the
first orbiter to be launched here, said Lt. Col.
Aubrey Sloan, deputy
commander of
Vandenberg's Shuttle
Test Group.
Sloan said the site,
though on military property and under military
control, will handle both
civilian flights and
military ones, the latter
to be known as "blue
shuttle." Both types of
flights will also originate
from Cape Canaveral.
Vandenberg was
chosen as the second
shuttle site because its
location allows the ship to
be lofted over water and
into a polar orbit. Launches from Cave

1. LEGAL NOTICE

the men against whom we
muststruggle."

Facility Being Remodeled, Expanded

47 Mends
50 Per person:
Abbr.
52 Lampreys
53 Jump
56 Gemstone
58 Animal coats
60 Scale note
61 Minor item
63 Fruits
65 Stage
whisper
66 Both of us
67 Dawn
goddess
DOWN
1 On the ocean

EMIR

Calm Plea Rejected;

M&G Complete Glass Co.
has a complete line of
glass and plateglass. We
also 'have showcase and
display cases. Do store
front work and fix storm
windows and doors.
Replace patio door glass,
cut mirrors and glass
table tops all sizes and
shapes. tnstall oto glass
plateglass and window
glass. Do picture framing. M&G Complete Glass
816 Coldwater. Call 7530180.
remale room -mate
wanted. Extra nice home
near campus. Call 7594726.
Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom mad,e
minor shoe repair. Murray leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.
Small super market in excellent condition
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 502247-1461 or 247-5961 after
7:30 p.m.

SPECIAL
16" 14 KY Serpentine
Chains Reg. $36.00
Now $12.95. 18" 14
Kt. Serpentine Chains
Reg. $40.00 Now
$16.95. Floating
Hearts 14 Kt. Rog.
$7.85 Now $3.85.
GOLD & SILVER
PAWN SHOP
OhltiPk Plan
753-7113
Opel t U.S. t59 p.m. Doi44,
2i
1
ii.
Seeley.

Pony and cart for
children. Call 753-0150.
Want to buy standing
timber cash or percentage. J.L. McKnight 7537528.

16. HOME FURNISHING.
Living room suite including low back contemporary light coral sofa in
excellent condition, one
matching occassional
chair in contemporary
brocade fabric,
Magnovox AM-FM stereo
console in fruit wood
cabinet, one fruit wood
coffee table free with purchase. 753-0936 after 5
p.m.
For sale excellent
Henredon oak table, 6
chairs, 3 leaves,
$450.00; 1 modern couch
with walnut frame,
$250.00; 1 Parsons hall or
sofa table covered in
black leather,
$75.00.
Call after 4 p.m. 753-6648.:
Couch, chair, rocker
and foot stool solid oak
frame. Newly
upholstered. Call 437-4975.
Westinghouse electric
range. Used one month.
Call 753-2919.

V. MUSICAL
8 piece drum set great for
beginner. Only $275.00,
Calf 753-6265.
60 watt custom guitar
amplifier 759-1799.
Like new Hohner guitar
1150.00 or best offer. Call
753-5964.

• WANTED
ItosponsKilo party to
hike op periods oil
like now pion.

CLAYTONS
753-7575
23. EXTERMINATING

4. IN MEMORY
In memory of our little
princess Lee Ann who left
us two years ago the 18th
day of this month.
Although its been two
years it seems only
yesterday we had you
With us. We love you and
miss you very much. Our
thanks still goes to Dr.
Alexander Green and the
staff at St. Jude Hospital
for trying to save our little girl. But God knows
best. We miss you little
darling. Love
Frank'
Shirley and Jerry Lamb.

5. LOST & FOUND
REWARD - Small mostly beagle male with white
flea collar lost about two
miles east of Murray. 759
1719 or 753 4641.

• 6.HELP WANTED
Management - Wendy's
Old Fashioned Hamburgers now hiring experienced restaurant
management only. Must
be willing to re locate
good s4arting salary. Call
for appointment between
2:00 and 5:00 p.m 759.4695
Need a housekeeper who
can assist with children.
Send resume with
references to P. 0. Box
10400.

w MURDER

Kelley's Termite
L Pest Control
24. MISCELLANEOUS
Fireplace furnace grates
and blower. Good condition $60.00 753-7820.
10 ft. steel t.v. antenna
tower surface or roof
mount like new $25.00.
436-5679.
Used tin 8 and 10 ft. long
used rough lumber 2 x 10.
435-4526.
Portable welding
machine. Call 753-6186 or *.
753-6268.
2 14 in. tires and rims
$5.00 each 8-track portable tape player $10.00
7 piece dinnette ' set
$60.00
typewriter for
$40.00 13 in. black and
white t.v. $55.00 sewing
machine $2500
small
desk $10.00 4 pieces of
glass 30 x 72 S10.00 each
1970 Chevrolet runs good
$195.00. Call 436-2850.
•

.Lab Tech;
Two yetrs college in chemistry equal experience required. Excelleftt wage and
fringe benefit package included in the
above opening. Please send resume to
Industrial Relations Management, p.0.
Box 67 Calvert City,Ky.42029.

l• %GI: 13T111 MIRKkl

4 MISCELLANEOUS
Slightly used one year old
Minolta XG1
SLR
camera with 35 70 mm F
- -3.5 zoom and 100 200 mm.
.F 4.5 zoom lenses
: Haninex adjustable.
bounce computer flash
tabte top tripod and carrying case $600.00. After 6
_p.m. 436-2147.
•
Anti-freeze for recreatiortat vehicles. Call 753.4947 after S:30 P.m.
Wood, cut up slabs, $17.00
!ii rick. Call 753-8526.
Firewood
Order now and burn
.seasoned wood this winter
436-27Se
Wood for sale 125.00 a
rick. Call 489-2101 or 4892231.
Lombard chain saws and
...service. Stokes Tractor
Industrial Rd.
Firewood $25.00 rick
livered. Call after 5
.0.m. 436-2744.
;42irewood $25.00 rick 436r2179.
Yorx FM-AM multiplex
receiver, Stereo cassette
8-track retorder, BSR
quanta. 720 turn table 150
watts maximum. Can be
Seen at A6-Coach Estates
S. 16th St. Nine months
Qld sell for $550.00.
FirewOod for Sate $25.00
rick delivered. Call 4362744 after 5p.m.

LEDGER & TLMLS.Tuesda).%tn.-saber 17. 1981

10--M081-LE--HOME RENTALS

HouSe anti lot in L vnn
2 bedroom trailer near Grove 2 or 3 BR extra
also 4 BR
1 .
Murray. No pets nice. nice
vacant. Coleman
stcry
Call 489 2611.
R. E. 753 9898.
For sale or rent 12 x 65
Nice 2 bedroom brick
furnished. Call 759 1987
with large utility
dryer
Two bedrooms with cen- washer
"refrigerator
an condi
tral tiept nw $17TutillT
, tioner
shady tot and
and carpet. Near univer•
sity. Shady Oaks Mobile garden spot. Married
couples only. Reasonable
Home Court 753-5209.
rent for young couple with
3 bedroom trailer for rent proper references and
on Hwy. 299 between deposit. 492 8594 after 6
Stella and Kirksey. 489 P.m.
2539 or 435-4193.
3 bedroom furnished or
newly
BUSINESS RENTALS unfurnislyd
redecorate!'" on shady
lot garden space out
side the city 753 5209
753-2876.

Wereimowee
Storage Spike
fee newt
753-4750

77777T11-777147

Two houses near universi
ty,
$100.00 deposit,
$108.00 per month rent
Call 753-6114 after 6 p.m.
Two bedroom cottage, liv
ing room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-4365353.

HEALTH PROBLEMS?
With Computerized Testing; Nutritional Deficiency Test for supplemental
needs; Food Category for your best
Start

health diet.

NUTRITIONAL CONSULTANT
WILL EXPLAIN YOUR NEEDS
CALL
753-2613
111M111111111M.

AUTO AUCTION
South Central Bell
Surplus Vehicles
Jim Tates
Auto Auction
Thursday, Novinelter 4D 1981 6:00

•Utirrty Trucks
'Saborlors
•V nos
•*otos .•
FOf }Whir information call
annionsionimummon

44

LOTS FOR SALE

40 acres
mile highway
frontage Route 1346 next
to Irvin Cobb esort.
$48,000, $8000 00 down
owner financing. Will accept boat or travel trailer
or trade in. Write Bill Ottesen Carbondale, Ill. or
call 618-549-3002 after 5

45 FARMS FOR SALE

GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
With this private 5
acre fenced track
near KY Lake.

Situat.ed
b6utifully with a
private drive and a
stocked pond. You
can do sr le great
relP 09
6 and
fishi, _cit your own
private retreat.
Concrete block
basement with
roof goes withthe
property. Price
just lowered to
810,000 and owner
will finance.
Phone any
member of the
Kopperud Realty
Home Team at 7531222 for all the
details. Price just
reduced.
NOT JUST
A HOME...
AN ESTATE
OF MIND
Beautiful 4 or 5
bedroom, 3 bath
Gatesborough
home on a duble
lot. There are two
heat pumps with a
humidifier, central vacuum
system, intercom,
automatic garage
door opener, wet
bar, and two
patios. Everything
you need for comfortable, leisurely
family living. Call
for an appointment today, 7531222, Kopperud
Realty. We are
members of Multiple listing service.

42 acres of farm land
located oetween Hwy. 94
East and Ky. 280 on Les
Todd Roact. Only 3-3/10
miles from Lake and 5
miles East of Murray. 22
acres of bottom land 8.5
acres pasture
remain
ing timber. Call 436 2371.

46

1976Triumph 4 speed
AM FM sharp Call 753
7615

Will cleaft basements. at
tics, garages. haul away
lunk Call 436 TM

1981 Datsun 210 1 doors
5 speed overdrive AM
FM cassette
air Cali
753 0446 after 7 pm or
762 2401 between I and 4
p.m

Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning Vacuum clean
ecl from your driveway
industrial. residential
Of COMMerCill. 24 hour
service Call 753 5933

1977 Monte Carlo highest
bid last bid be taken on
Nov 23rd. Call 474 2342
1971 Grand Prix all
power, air, good runn
ing condition Call 474
1211 ask for Joe
1977 Camero good condi
tion, 305 engine. Call 767
3843.

For
Sole
1979 Ford Torino, 2
door, 6 cylin4er, one
owner, local cot

PURDOMS
Oldsmobile
Poetise
Cedillen
MAPS
1450 W. maim
1973 Camaro AM-FM,
power and air, runs good.
Two new tires. Needs
paint 51200.00. 247-4170
after 5:00.

For
Sale

HOMES FOR SALE

Buy now and pick your
carpet color.'-"New 3
bedroom house near com
pletion in mid 30's. Call
7533903.
New 4 bedroom home.
Plan for convenient fami
ly living. All extras very
nice! Call 753-3903.
A good buy at $14 900
11
/
2 story
1
4 BR
I mile south of
bath
Lynn Grove
2 acres.
Coleman R. E. 753-9898.
Home for sale 13 percent
morgage terms. Call 4897881.
Older home on commercial lot near downtown
area. Price to sell. Call
Purdom & Thurman
Realty 753-4456.

1974 Fiat, 35 miles
per gallon, excellent

condition.

AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS. bookcases.
music centers etc
Reasonable 436 7566
Concrete and blocks and
brick
Basements
driveways. sidewalks and
storm cellars /0 years
experience and free
estimates 753 5476

1979 Monte Carlo,

753-7113
55

SOUSED TRUCKS
1973 International farm
truck. 14 ft. flat bed price
$2850.00. Call 753 8061

$3.95 per sheet
GEORGIA PACIFIC
HOT WATER HEATERS
GIMS-lined-5 year
Warranty
30 gal. 194.95

*Autumn Oak •Toast'Sonne Oak

JUST ARRIVED! TRUCKLOAD_
NO. 1 OAK HARDBOARD

40 pl. 199.95
COMMOOES
VISITE $39.95
COLORS_ 141.95 -

$4.95 per that

5/32" BUCKSKIN

A‘k

$3.95 per sheet

NO. 1 5/32" VAN PLY
*Quick Salyer Hickory *Bahamas Natural
*Monter)Sand

NO. 1 SHINGLES
In the wrapper
$16.95 so.

$7.95 per sheet

•

1/4" MASONITE HARDBOARD .

k

'Chestnut *Oak
. isri •Hazelnut
; r *Barley 'Walnut

e•f:f
Y1 I

wants to serve you!
OWNER FINANCING is available for the business
operation approximately five miles south of Murray
on Highway 121 Bullring with living quarters
upstairs, one acre of land, oll the eouromenr you
need for a restouront grocery' Excellont location
with lots of potential' Owner will sacrifice at
$39,500 001

Guttering by Sears. Sears
continuous gutters install
ed per your specifica
tions. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate

_
ME GROUP GOSSE
PREFINISHED
MOULDING

PANELING
HEADQUARTERS

MINIMUM DOWN-PAYMENT with finonc ing
available will buy the hosouse at 1000011yr' four
bedrooms, two baths, two fireploces, carpet op
plionces ond excellont location moires this house
worth for more thon the $3500000 the owner is
asking

8tch'Butternut'Mask
" nimeg •Pecan 'Many other colors
f
All Wood $7,95
Ill
SIDING

4x8 NO. 1.PECKY CYPRESS

CAM ROOMS REALTY today at 753.1631 ki woke roue
appoiatwoota. 1081$TI REALTY coo *Wet yogi to oppreisolt property ararregeraera. *Noll Rod wigs
Mambo.el IA. L. 5.

S. 12TH AT svc'AmORE
tURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071

'Olt•

,,PT

FREE-STANDING VESTAL
SINGLE DOOR $249."
FREE-STANDING VESTAL
DOUBLE DOOR $299."
On BOTH of these you will SAVE two*
TVA APPROVED WONDERWOOD $299."
NEW SHIPMENT

VANITIES 34" WITH MARK! TOP
*AM Colors & Styles
$69.95

-

NEW SHIPMENT NO. 1 TOP QUALITY
AU. SIZES & STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM

>IV

•
ENERGY SAVING THE RMO TILE'
••
-,\2 STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM
'
1102 Cohn Tile S13.95
.,

<

A

TRUCKLOAD
1/8" BATHROOMJILE BOARD
Mon,
Several Colors
•

Only minaret front Mornay ond only yards from
Southwest Elementary School is this three bedroom
brick with one and o boll baths One and o half
acres House in excellont condition with nice built
ins Ideal home and location for that growing fomi
fyi

Ins what us $13.95 -

PRE•FORMEO BAR TOPS

•
4x8 PINE 11095 pp sheet;

•I

Just steps Irene slieripiwg, schools ond bonking is
the house at 514 South 1 3th 1 One of the neatest you
con find' Three bedrooms, carpet throughout, floor
furnace, storm doors and windows Your inspection
is invited'

ROLL ROOFING
$8.95 per roll

Pit FORMED COUNTER TOPS
$2.95 per Irma to
$1.95 per how toot

111

\., 1,„

NEW PORTABLE DISHWASHERS

at,last 15% bele; cat

$1.95•pw iheel

1'•

Loaned East ell Uwe,in Pottertown area you will
find this 27 ocie form with three acres of tobacco
base lust wOiting' for your inspection New born,
well and nice building spot complete your dream
Priced at $3500000 but offers are encouraged'

STARTING AT $29.95

\s,

5/32" PLYWOOD

CARPTT CLEANING
Free estimates Satisfied
references Vibra Vac
steam or quick dr lean
ing LEE S CARPET
CLEANING 753 51117

ALCOA ALUMINUM Professional office and
SIDING or vinyl siding building maintenance
Roy's Carpenter Shop and trim Aluminum trim daily or weekly Lee's
Carpet Cleaning 753 5117
Custom cabinets, wood for brick houses Jack
working, furniture repair. Glover 753 1873
Will inspect and clean
formica, replace wood in K & K Stump Removal chimneys 418 19S11
foot
old cars Eight
•
Do you need stumps
starter kitchen 1438 00. removed from your yard We shampoo corpets
Call 753 4124.
ar rand cleared of luaranteed references
stumps' We can remove easonable 759 6633
We accept green hides for stumps up to 24" below
fanning. Murray Leather the ground, leaving only Oipor Sanding 1.
Shop. Dixieland Shopping sawdust and chips Call finishing 154 6127
Center 759 9633
for free estimate. Bob Carpenter
paneling
Kemp 435 4343 or 3ob etc
30 years experience
Will strip and refinish fur
Kemp, Jr 435 4319
436 1253
niture. Murray Leather
Shop. Dixieland Shopping Vacuum cleaners Kirby.
Electrolux, Filter Queen, Don't put off getting your
Center 759 9633.
Rainbow with all at favorite sofa or chair
All your plumbing and air techments, all good as reupholstered because of
conditioning needs. Also new $12900 Call Paris the long wait for its
return We offer one week
do carpentry, painting, 901 642 7473.
service Also
take ad
roofing and concrete. All Need
work
work done to satisfaction Topping, on your trees? Tiantage of our year end
pruning,
shap
special Say you saw this
753-2211
ing, complete removal Ad and save $5000 on any
and
more.
Call
BOVER'S
sofa and chair combine
Firewood for sale $20.00
rick delivered. Call 436- TREE SERVICE,for pit lion Bill's Upholstery 104
fessional
tree
care. 753 S 13th
2292.
1536.
Leaf Removal - Let TLD
4
Landscaping and Lawn
Maintenance take care of
this troublesome task
quickly and efficiently.
Free estimates 759-1913.

MOBILE HOME
1975 Chevrolet 3/. ton ANCHORS
underpinning,
pickup truck 4-wheel
drive runs good$1500.00 roof's sealed, patio awnings, and house type roofs
753-4487,
for mobile homes. 753
1978 Chevrolet Scottsdale 1873. Jack Glover.
sharp
Unique log home three tow mileage
Asphalt driveways and
bedroom, central gas- truck. Call 753 6084 or 753- parking
lots sealed by
heat with full basement. 9648.
Sears. For free estimates
Assumable loan. Call
call 753 2310.
Purdom & Thurman 1973 Cheyenne pickup
Chevrolet for sale 762
Realty 753-4456.
Carpet Cleaning. Clean
4696.
odor free carpet, last
'Home for-iale by owner,
1505 Oak Dr., excellent 1972 Ford 3,4 ton camper longer and smells better
For free estimates call
condition, immediate special automatic
power Jeff's Carpet Cleaning,
possession. Three power steering
has paneled >53 9826. Experienced and
bedroom brick over 1400 brakes
reliable.
sq. ft. living area. Fully camper topper. 753-3671.
carpeted. Phone Paducah Surplus Jeeps, Cars, and
before 5:00 p.m. 551-4111 Trucks available. Many
Aluminum Service Co.,
or after 5:00 p.m. 554- sell for under $200.00. Call
aluminum and %MO
7580. Ask for Ken Adams. 3)2742-1143 Ext. 264 for
siding. custom trim
information on how to
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
work. References. Call
purchase.
built in appliances. Must
Will Ed Bailey, 753sell. 530, 000. Call 489- 80 GMC Van conversion.
0689.
2670.
Fully customized with
_•
refrigerator, sink, stereo, _
47 MOTORCY= couch (converts into Professional
Paperhanging, painting,
Yamaha Champ 49cc still, bed), rally wheels farm buildings, top, sides.
custom
paint
and
cap
under warranty
300
Commercial or
miles. Call 767.1553 after 5 tains chairs. 13,000 miles. residential. Call Tremon
Reply
to
753-5014.
pp.
Farris. 759 1987.
Custom made leather
51 CAMPERS
Appliance Service*- Give
jackets, trousers, hats.
us a call we repair'em all.
Minor shoe repair. Mur- Want to buy used motor Dryers,
washers,
ray Leather Shop, Dix- home 24 foot or smaller. refrigerators, stoves
and
Call 753-0114.
ieland Center. 759-9633.
freezers. 759-1322.

ASSUMABLE

I

lob Ilp fliogiss ifireaces. All wort
gosta•tood. Ito•
Iminstee. Cd /sties,
w 713-6

P & D Lawn Service Mow
ing,
small tree and
hedge trimming. Free
Estimates. 436 2997.

loaded with all extras.

ran 753-1222

v*

SERVICES Of_F ESED
GENERAL NOME Automobile
mechanic
REPAIR
IS years es will da wort an awromarw
Pee since Carpentry.con and ea posorrne
craft plumbing. reeti09. trucks All workOnelned
done
tiding NO JOB TO guarantimil Call
417
,4546
SMALL Free estimates
Days 474 71.59 nights 474 sEasciNED FIRE W000
Mixed horchotects It" 24'
7276
11,40110kt $77 SO • fit,
*hoc*saesofUlan Ilikkly ileityerest. Cam Joint
Call Sears 753 7310 ter Bove. at ?SIMI
free estimate for your
or yoUr time kdaling end
needs
iime spreading whit,
rock
gravel,
sane
APPLii10E SERVICE
coal hattling can 753 4$4.0
K ENMORE
or see Poop/. Hudson
WHIRLPOOL. 10c ated 10
miles east on
WESTINGHOUSE
20 Hwy 91
years experience. Bob
by HoOper. Bob's Ap Will snarpew nand saws.
priance Service 203 S Sth chain saws and skill saws
St 753 Minor 753 MU
call 753 4636

pale

1972 Grand Torino,
real sharp, extra nice.

49113

LOAN
Quality, beauty
and convenience
are a few of the adjectives that
describe this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home, less than 4
years old. Home is
sparkling clean
and features a
family room,
fireplace with
wood stove, heat
pump and central
air. Located 1 mile
north ot Coldwater
on 121 North in the
Ben DeField Subdivision. Priced at
$44,500 through
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main Street.
HOUSE AND
110 ACRES
Attractively
remodeled 3
bedroom home
and. 80 acres
located 13 miles
northwest qf Murray. Land iarludes
several acres of
good timber and
approximately 30
acres.tendable. Offered at only
$62,500 'through
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main.

it cAmpEas

Batteries 2 year battery Heavy duly Datsun
626 CS exchanged. 3 year camper top 753 54119
531 95 exchanged. 4 year 1)7500
$17 CS exchanged, S rear
$al 95 exchanged Rick's SERVICES OFFERED
Auto Service 901 642 1623
Gravel Hauling Cali 753
6186 or 753 6266
49 USED CAWS

Exclusive Oak Estates lovely large lot lust
waiting for your home
built the way you want it.
Enjoy spaciOu5 living
with quite and privacy fet
only minutes from town.
Call today Spann Realty
Assoc 753 7714

I 200 Sycamore
Murray, Kentucky 42071
002)1511492

CLAYTONS

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Nair Cats $1.00 Open Hours
Mon., Tues.,'Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

AuTosERv4CES

Cattle
Farm
Over
acres of
clover and fescu
pastures. 3 ponds. pi
avAosisobc water Iroise
2 wells and 3 es
bursa.. neves
fences all around
exterior lances Fenn
in A-I condition.
and fertilised regularly
Spacious 3 BR
borne with doubl
erase and lots of ex. Call Spann Realty
sates for details.

LORMA NS,IfilT0113;

l'Custom made rifle case,
.slings, leather clothing.
37. LIVESTOCK
Murray Leather Shop, Enjoy country atSUPPLIES
Dixieland Center. 759- mosphere and convenience of town in a
.9633.
Hamlet North Apart- Registered Appaloosa
'Order now for Christmas ment. 2 bedroom town Filly 2 years old $400.00.
Captains desk with stool houses available. 753-7559 Will hold until Christmas.
436-2676.
$50.00, receipt box $5.00, or 753-7550.
Bbar for sale $100.00. Call
12 hole Martin box $25.00,
jewelry boxes $10.00, 4 ft. Two apartments for rent 489-2697.
-section of old high back one single bedroom, one
church seat $10.00. See two bedroom furnished or 38. PETS SUPPLIES
Gerald Waldrop or come unfurnished. 753-8730 AKC registered Boston
by 1624 Olive Street after before 5 p.m. or 753-6965 Terrier 753-7438.
after 5 p.m.
4 p.m.
26 TV RADIO
1 bedroom furnished Pekapoo male 7 month
apartment for adults. old blondia $75.00. Call
New paint and drapes. 2 753-4755.
Large
blocks from hospital. No Heating boarding
pets. Lease and deposit facilities for ThanksgivSelection
required. Call 753-9208 ing Holidays. Reasonable
Used Pies
rates also grooming.
after 4 p.m.
Miniature •Schuzars pup25" color $39.95
New two bedroom duplex pies and Stud service.
19" color, 13" colin Northwood with Other breeds by special
or, 19" B/w
refrigerator and stove, order. Hidden Valley
dishwasher and disposal, Kennels 435-4506.
washer and dryer hook- AKC German
Shepard
753 7575
up, carpet, carport, patio, puppies, 28
champions
central heat and air. No and 5 generatis.
Also
children, no pets. guard .:!.)gs,
27. MOBILE
tgistered
References. $200.00 American Eskimo
Spitz
HOMES SALES
deposit, $285.00 per puppies. 502-554-2153.
Very well kept 12 x 60 Es- month. 753-3018 after 6
quire mobile home offer- p.m.
Six month old Black
ing two bedrooms, step- Two bedroom unfurnish- Great Dane, full
up front kitchen, living ed duplex with stove, pedigree, cropped ears,
room and bath. Also in- refrigerator, dishwasher fully obedience trained.
cludes two new air condi- and disposal. Extra nice Call Sal, 753-9101, 753tioners, extra clpset in Westwood Subd. Heat ,6527.
space, new carpet, stove pump with low utilities
And refrigerator. Selling $250.00 month 305-771-8787 41. PUBLIC SALE
price of only $4500.00. Call before 4:00 p.m. or 305- Moving sale starts Fri.
759-1293 after 5:00 p.m. or 792-5565 after 4:00p.m.
13th. Furniture,
ap753-3131.
pliances
desks and
• 1975 14x70 all electric 3 Equal Housing 1 and 2 lotsmore. Everything
bedroom mobile home. bedroom apartment. Call must go. Includes 1978
Ford Van. Hwy. 280 3.2
Central heat and air ex- Murray Manor 753-8668.
• cellent condition. Located
miles past East Calloway
t at Fox Meadows Tr. Ct. Newly decorated one School.
. Call 753-6815 after 4 p.m. • bedroom apartment
$175.00 per month. Call
43. REAL ESTATE
2 bedroom furnished,
.water and garbage in- Spann Realty Associates
753-7724.
cluded. $100.00 month 1INIC
Per
mon
plus $50.00 deposit. Call 'Two bedroom
apartmefit
Insterence /L
7536534.
for rent, range, oveat
Real Estate
"-/ bedroom furnished - refrigerator, dishwasher,
trailer 753-3096 after 1 disposal, washer and
SeutasItle Conti Sq.
p.m.
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
Murray, Kentucky
No pets. One year lease
753-4451
1974 12 x 65 two bedroom, and $225 deposit required.
-new carpet $4800.00. Call $225 per month. Phone
753-6268.
753-2622 or 753 3865.

225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)

all
"
.
"
REit
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SUPER ASSUMPTIONS! Yes you car
There ore otternotii.e
methods ol--banyus9 Ork-t
selling property
however, -and us MOW,
:Jses they ore more
beneficial to the buy*,
and the seller thor
Traditional methods
These olternati,,e
methods will become
increasingly populor in
the next decode As
overoge home prices
and prime mortgage in
terest rates increase
the dernond for alter
native methods of buy
ing and selling increase
correspondingly Cur
rently, more than 50°:
of all real estate tron
sactions involve one or
more alternative finonc
ing methods
methods that ore
beneficial to both the
buyer and seller of pro
pert y
methods
available to you

Two apartments for rent
one single bedroom, one
two bedroom furnished or
unfurnished except appliances. 753-8730 before 5
p.m. or 753-6965 after 5
p.m.
FOR RENT OR LEASE
Two furnished apartments. Each two
bedrooms, gas heat,
water included. ApartFOR
ment with washer, dryer,
$240; without $220.
LEASE
Deposit, references reBuilding in Olympic
quired. 305 N. 7th near
Plaza Shopping Center,
Health Center. 753-9476
Reasonable Rent. Coll
days,901-247-5455 nights.
Tom Korvounis.
Furnished Apts. Efficiency, 1 or 2 bedrooms.
753-9469
Zimmerman Apts. S.
16th. 753-6609.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

M3E 3E"X IC
MO
mvrerrarrrin

te-drstate

FOR_RENT

N‘'N
•

117 Pans load
. 247 3276

217CICY
Wilt/a

•

NEVI SHIPMENT
COMBINATION'TUB &
sosom UNITS

choice sires calm $14995
Marlre41 Raweray
1`•/ •
•

•

I'k(4. I I THE %II till fl K
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tate Preparing For.Action Against Closings
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The state attorney general's office
says that Kentucky needs
a stronger case before goihg to court to challenge
the federal government's
closing oflocks and dams
on the Kentucky River.
Assistant Attorney
General Tom Carter
made a presentation
Monday to a special task
force created by the
General Assembly to

study the impact of the
The locks on the river
shutdown of 10 locks and above Frankfort were
dams on the river.
permanently closed Sept.
"We are prepared to 30 by the Arnw Corps of
take court action if we Engineers.
The 25-member task
feel it is warranted,"
force, appointed last
Carter said.
month by the Legislative
But he added, "We Research Commission,
need to say more than we held its first meeting
can't go up and down the Monday.
river like we could last
Carter said the state
summer. We need a lot of would have to show that
information to go on with closing the locks is
this."
causing immediate

harm.
The locks are normally
closed during the winter,
but normally would be
reopened in the spring.
This time, Carter said,
"If you want to -force
them open in April you
will have to show!farm."
He agreed that a
critical issue is maintaining an adequate and safe
water supply for the
towns that use the river
for their main,source of

water. But he said it
might be hard to show immediate harm.
The pools created by
the dams provide the
prinicipal source of water
for 13 cities and 13 industries. As of November
1980, a staff report
Indicated, 324,000 persons
received some portion of
their drinking water from
the Kentucky River.
Carter also said there is
a problem determining if

Coroner's Trial
To Go As Scheduled
OWENSBORO, Ky.
(AP) — A judge says the
trial of Daviess County
Coroner Mike Everly will
go on as scheduled
despite protests from
virtually everyone connected with the case that
it will harm another case.
Everly is scheduled to
stand trial Wednesday in
Daviess District Court on
misdemeanor charges of
official misconduct and
failure to report child
abuse in connection with
his handling of the
investigation into the
death of his four-monthold great-niece.
The case involves the
death of Melissa Ann
Maglinger on July 12. The
child's father, Wayne
Maglinger, has been
charged with assault and
murder in connection
with the incident. The
'child's mother, Theresa,
Everly's niece, is charged with assault.
. Wayne Maglinger's
. trial is scheduled for
January.
Defense counsel, prosecutors and even the
police officers who
brought the charges all
asked District Judge
George V. Triplett to

Transylvania
Appoints
Bubenhofer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)— Rick Bubenhofer,
administrative assistant
to Mayor James G.
Amato for nearly four
years, was named director of information services at Transylvania
University on Monday.
Bubenhofer's duties
will include news-media
relations, public affairs
and publications, according to a news release.
The appointment is effective Dec. 1.
Iiimatiommist

the Corps is legally
responsible for helping
with tourism and recreational activities.
Recreational boating
on the river is expected to
be severely limited by the
closings.
Carter said his office is
trying to compile as
much information as it
can about the historigt
relationship of the Corpr
with the locks and dams.
Rep. Joe Barrows, D-

Versailles, salt-tbe -task
force needs to first
address what steps, if
any, need to be taken by
the 1982 General
Assembly, which convenes in less than two
months.
`If we don't take the required legislative action
in the General Assembly,
we have lost two years,"
Barrows said.
"We have to deal with
the short-term problems

right off Abe bet and deal
with the others later,"
agreed Jackie Swigart,
secretary of the
Department of Natural
Resources and Environrnental Protection.
The task force agreed
to have its staff draft
possible alternatives,. to
present to the 1982
General Assembly. The
group will discuss the
alternatives at its next
meeting Dec. 18.
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delay the Everly trial until after the Maglingers
have had their day in
court.
Triplett, however,
overruled all of the motions saying the defendant and the public are
entitled to a speedy trial.
Assistant County Attorney Roy Blanford said
publicity from the Everly
trial could jeopardize the
felony trials against the
Maglingers. Blanford
said evidence from the
Everly trial will overlap
into evidence in the Maglinger case.
Commonwealth's Attorney James McDaniel,
whose office will prosecute the felony charges
against the Maglinger
couple, agreed with that
statement and also said
Richard Flaherty, Wayne
Maglinger'l attorney,
supported the delay.
Robert Gwin, Everly's
attorney, also testified in
favor of the delay at the
court hearing.
In answering the motions, Triplett said the
community and the
defendant are entitled to
a speedy trial.
As for the charge that
publicity would endanger
the case against the
Maglingers,Triplett said,
"The court feels that any
more publicity could not
damage-any further than
perhaps it has
damaged."
Blinford and McDaniel
said the major consideration in trying the Everly
case first is the possibility that publicity from the
trial would provide
grounds for the Maglingers' attorney to move
the case out of Daviess
County.
Both prosecutors said
there would be a severe
financial burden if the
case were moved out of
the county given the
number of witnesses that
will probably be called.
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